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WU NH to
cov er
ele ctio ns
firs tha nd
By Ray Routhier
WUNH will participa te in a
network of forty college radio
stations around the country to
provide up to the minute
coverage of this year's election
night resuits .
The Election Night College
Networ k (ENCN ) was
conceiv ed at the State
Universit y of New York . at
Albany by graduate Mark
Gronich.
"We'll be getting input from
the educatio n commun ity,
people the major networks
don't usually interview ," said
Gronich, "and we'll provide an
exchange for informat ion." WUN H News Director
Belinda Braley said the
network will give WUNH first
hand reports of voting results
in other parts of the country.
'"We've been limited to
second hand informat ion in the
past," said Braley, "Now we
won't have to wait until the
eleven o'clock news to see
who's winning the senatoria l
race in New York, or how
people are voting 1n
Californi a."
The network covers the
country invGlvin g radio
stations from UN H to Florida
A&M, Texas Christian , and
Cal-Poly State.
This election year, WUNH's
coverage is also going to be
more extensiv e in New
Hampshi re in addition to the
national reports coming from
· EN CN. The station's news staff
·of about 23 people will be sent
to campaign headquar ters and
polling places around the state.
Events will be reported as they
happen, since WUNH will be
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The UN H foot hall team
beat Nurthea.s /ern 13-2 last
Saturday . See story. page
28.
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-V ote r sig n-u p
hig he st eve r
By Ken Fish
The town of Durham has
/ registered the largest number of
voters ever in its history during
thi~ p1 c~iuc11tia l election, said

William Prince, chairman of
the board of superviso rs of the
checklist.
Accord_ing to figures
supplied by Prince, 4,016
people registered in Durham
,
dt.ring the last president ial
election while almost 4900 have
registere d for this year's
election.
Prince said the record
number of registered voters
was due to increased student
interest.
The figures represent an
increase of 18 percent.
Prince said most of the
students who registered were
undeclare d with regard to
party affiliation .
Durham town clerk and tax
David Bothner dressed in a costume with a message last
collector Linda Ekdahl said
Saturday night for Hallowee n. Helping him is Julie
Durham has always had
Marvin.( Frank Consenti no photo)
·
heavier registrat ion during
breakmg mto the regular maJor television networks and president ial elections.
program ming whenev er use Associate d Press reports,
"We've had a lot(ofpe ople
necessary .
besides their own news teams register), but then, we've
"We want to establish our and the college network as always had a lot," Ekdahl said.
news credibili ty by being sources of informati on.
Prince said studen t
involved, by being out there,"
"As a non-c-om mercial organiza tions were largely
said Braley, "WUNH has won station, we can take the time to responsib le for many of the
awards for election night run a concessio n speech or new student registrati ons.
"I think the Democra tic
coverage in the past. I'm trying victory speech as it happens, "
to regain that kind of :said -Braky." Most commer- Student Organiza tion (DSO)
credibilit y both on campus and · cial stations have a very small was aggressiv e ... they worked
with other media sources."
news
!-.taff. We
have a very hard to get people to
The station's coverage will broadca sting class of 23 register," Pri nee said.
He also said the Young
consist of 15 minute reports on students, and they will be our
the hour and candidate profiles primary source of election Republic ans and the UNH
Student Senate worked to get
througho ut the evening. The informat ion."
students registered .
station will monitor the three
During the Februar y
rimaries the DSO tried to

help studen ts register,
presentin g a page of the Ir UN H
applicati on form as proof of
US citizenshi p. Accordin g to
J::kdahl, this page only proves
the applicant 's parents had
residence in New Hampshi re,
and was not sufficient proof for
US citizenshi p.
".This(di screpanc y)was blown
up out or all proportio n, but
everybod y (who's registered )
has been very pleasant, " she
said.
"We've gone out of our way
to make things easier for people
to register to vote,•• Ekdahl
said.
She explaine d a birth
certificat e or a passport is
necessary to register anywhere
in NH.
.. And once you're registered ,
your name stays on our list for
IO years( unless you move or
do not re-registe r before 10
years pass) ... That's New
Hampshi re law," Ekdahl said.
Prince said people wait until
the last minute to register.
"We were practica lly
overwhel med on the next to the
last day of registrati on, which
was Oct. 27," he said.
Prince said one way Durham
town officials helped students
who didn't have their birth
certific ates immedi ately
available was to allow them to
register and have them bring in
their proof of US citi_zenship as
soon as they were able.
"But I urge students to bring
their proof down here
(Durham town offices) as soon
as they can ... so they can avoid
the long lines at (the polling
stations " Prince said.

Sen ate
pas ses

SA FR
By Edmund Mander
The Student Senate passed a
bill ~ hich will restrict the
amount of money student
on!.ani1a tions can d1·aw at the
end or the l'i!-.cal \car; at the
meeting lasl Sund ..;y.
Student organirnt ions will
now be re4uired to obtain
senate approva l before
exceedin g their budgets and
any monq. taken from a new
reserve account above an
organi1a tion\ budget 'limit will
h;n e to be pa id back with
interest.
Pre\ iousl\". student organin1ions wci·e able to place
unspent funds in a collective
account at the end of the year.
then draw mone\ in excess of
their budget limits.
The bill (Student Senate Bill
V 1-29) was put before the
SENATE , page 7

Cartooni st Deb Durrett draws a Garfield likeness at the Gourmet Dinner last
weekend. The
dinner's theme was •:A Formal Salute to the Sunday Comics".(Frank Consenti no
photo)
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Peace

Corps demands ('-r esourceful~ students

•
more important as the U.S. · nine months before students ·)earned· a lot from it."
country, the location within the
After students vote Tuesday, becomes more multi-cultural, " plan on starting training if they
As it turned out, Rynkofs' country and the job he or she
they can attend an information he said. ·
are accepted.
experience in the Peace Corps takes. He said despite the rigors
session for another socially
Five 1984 UNH graduates
Rynkofs left training in altered, or more accurately, of the isolation, "I had some
conscious cause-the Peace are . currentlv serving in the
Hawaii one week after he structured his life-long goals. wonderful times. Money went
Peace Corps: Michael Pellerin
Corps.
.
graduated from college. He He found he liked working in pretty far."
The Peace Corps is working in forestry in Benin, fulfilled his desire to see a little education, so when he returned
Garland said the objective of
particularly interested in Peter Callahan in community
of the world and was sent to from Thailand he entered an a Peace Corps olunteer is to
graduating senior candidates agricultural extension in
Thailand as an English teacher elementary education masters "work yourself ou.t of a job so
with background in forestry Mauritamia, Patricia Pressly in
for seventh and eighth graders. p_rogram at the U nivesity of you leave your skills behind.
and agriculture for their efforts health extension in Equador,
The village he stayed in was Hawaii and got his teaching The Peace Corps is looking for
in promoting world peace. But Tracy Roizman in math
ten miles from "what we call credentials. After teaching for a high level of commitment and
they need volunteers from all education in Swasiland, and
civilization .. to the nearest non- 13 years "in Hawaii, he is now at maturity along with good skills
disciplines, according to Peter Williams who is waiting Thai person," Rynkofs said.
UN H completing another in the people who choose to
Douglas Garland, Peace for placement.
"It wasn't easy because masters in reading.
apply. He said most people that
Corps area ' representative.
from Boston.
Peace Corps volunteers serve
two years in a foreign country
where they obtain valuable
skills to give them an edge in
their career fields, Garland
said.
"I hey have worked at a
higher level of responsibility
than they would have in a start- ·
up level state-side job~ learned a
second language, and matured~. .~
as a person because of working
in another culture," Garland
said.
Garland said when volunteers are done with their
service, ••you realize, ·1 can
DA
handle anything now."'
A
CAN
Garland said he felt that way
IC/HAITI
M
then he returned home after his
COOK ISLANDS
stay in the Fiji Islands as a
S~.T~~U-fN~IS.-,i~~l~.b,l..:"J-J
ES MICIONESIA
ti ,_st Territory)
TSERRAT
community development
ICA
1
consultant from 1982-83.
•
KIRIBATI
COSTA RICA
REPUBLIC
Garland said UNH is a prime
& TUVALU
SEYCH~LLES
recruiting school because 25
't)MON IS .
BURUNDI
•
percent of Peace Corps jobs are
PA
A NE
U EA
\
WESTERN
• •
I ~ FIJI
SAMOA
in community" development
and UNH has one of the few
resource economics programs
around. "UNH has recognized
\:,
this need," for community
In 1984 Peace Corps Volunteers are exdevelopment expertise, he said.
pected to be working in the countries listed .
Before leaving for Fiji,
Garland got a working
knowledge of the language.
apply are from a Liberal Arts
"Those two years (in
you 're on your own. The
UNH graduate student
Peace Corps language training
background because of the
is the best and most innovative Timothy Rynkofs spent two geographical isolation was the Thailand) are very vivid in my
humanitarian nature of the
hardest part to overcome,': he mind ," he said. "I can recreate
in the world according to years in the Peace Corps in
programs. These areas are
entire days there because the
Garland, because you don't 1967-69. He said he wanted to said.
harder to get into than
He did overcome the feeling experience was so intense." He
need to be fluent to learn it well live in a foreign country and,"!
disciplines that are more in
of isolation because of being still keeps in touch with his
realized that if I didn't do it
enough to use in eight weeks.
demand such as forestry,
the only white person in the fellow trainees. ·. "We're still
Garland stressed learn~ng a then, I would never do it."
agriculture, civil engineering
area and now calls the close after all these years."
second language as one of the
Rynkofs was accepted as a
Rynkofs said despite the and health fields. He said two
major personal growth aspects volunteer about a year before experience one of the highlights
people are nominated for every
of his life.
closeness he feels with the other
of the Peace Corps experience. he graduated from San Diego
"It prepares you for anything people in his training group,
"You are also proving you can State as a political science
you want to tackle in life," he each person has a unique CORPS, page 22
live overseas in another major. Garland stressed the
culture, and that's becoming importance of applying si_x to said. "I more than liked •it. I experience depending on the
By Andrea Parker

,NEWS IN BRIEF
Hospital goes to court
Portsmouth Hospital is scheduled to go to court
on November 5 to face charges of medical
malpractice for the second time in a month.
The hospital, Ors . Richard Antal and Jeremy
Handelman and the Pathologists Professional
Association are being sued for $7 .5 million by the
estate of Donat Bilodeau. Bilodeau died at the
hospital on November 18, 1979 due to
complications resulting from an unspecified illness.

Separate ballots
New Hampshire voters will be able to vote on 13
proposed amendments to the state's Constitution
when they go to the polls next week.
Voters will be able to vote on some of these
amendments on a separate ballot from the one
listing names of politicians.
The ten proposed changes approved by this
summer's Constitutio_nal convention will appear on

a separate ballot. This is the first time since 1980
that these questions have been listed separately.
A proposed amendment must receive a twothirds majority in order to pass.

Professor in conflict?
Incumbent State Senator Ed Dupont claims
challenger William Scott will face a potential
conflict of interest if elected.
Dupont claims Scott, who is a UNH professor,
would be voting on his own salary. "It's a conflict of
interest-he won't be able to vote," Dupont said.
Scott said, however, that he would vote on the.
state budget if elected. "For the past three or four
years, (the university and state budgets) have been
separate. If they're not separate, I would vote. The
salary is a small part." ·

New voters in Dover
More than 125 voters in Dover added their
names to the voter checklist Saturday, just in time

to vote in November.
Cities throughout the state held registration
sessions on Saturday. Turnout throughout the state
was reported to be heavy .
About 535 new voters have registered since
October 16, according to Supervisor of the
checklist Catherine Spellman.

Magazine found
distasteful"
(t(t

The New Hampshire Sunday News ref used to
distribute this week's Parade Magazine Sunday
supplement because it claims Parade's cover article
on sexual behavior did not meet the paper's
standards.
The story was based on a nationwide survey ·of
more than 1,000 men and women who filled out
questionnaires about their sex lives.
.
According to a, front page announcement in the
New Hampshire Sunday News, "it is the sort of
thing that one may seek in an adult bookstore, but,
frankly, we don't think anyone expects to find it in a
Sunday family newspaper."
·
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Bah a'is hos t Glo be jou rna list
By Michel LaFantan o
As a journal1st for The
Boston Globe, Brad Pokorney
specializes in peace-he is a
member of the pacifist religion,
the Baha'i faith, . and covers
area peace movement s.
'"Forging a Worldwid e
Grassroo ts Movemen t for
Peace" was the title of a
· discussion held last night in the
MUB by the UNH Baha'i Club.
The speaker at last night's
discussion w,as Pokorney.
The discussion centered
around the principles of the
Baha'i faith and their role in the
world peace movemen t.
Pokorney began by outlining
the fundament als of the faith.
These are oneness of god,
oneness of all relgions, and
oneness of all people.

Pokorney indicated that
these fundament als all relate to
the -other goals of the faith.
These goals are equality of men
and women, an end to ·
prejudic~ the eliminatio n of
extremes of wealth and
poverty, the developme nt of a
universal language, universal
education, and the development of a world governmen t.
These beliefs and goals,
according to Pokorney, are the
basis for world peace.
Pokorney emphasize d that
without these changes in
today's society we are surely
headed for a world catastrophe.
He then talked about the
importanc e of a new world
conscious ness or way of
looking at the world. Pokorney

said that people have begun to
realize that if they want world
peace they, the people, are
going to have to achieve it.
They now see that the leaders
are not going to do it.
Pokorney emphasize d this
by pointing to the fact that the
US and the USSR have met at
least 6,000 times since 1945 and
have not once eliminated a
weapon or weapons system.
The Baha 'i's advocate this
new approach to the problem
of the arms race. By spreading
their faith peaceful ly
throughou t the world, they
hope to unite humanity, raising
conscious ness a bout world
issues and humanity's role in
those issues.
BAHA'I, page 22

Pro f hop es to ~ma nag e' Sen ate
By Margaret Consalvi
If an idea is good Scott will •pass a bill prohibiting doctors
Bill Scott, a professor at the support it, he said, regardless
if from charging senior citizens
Thompson School of Applied it's proposed by
a Republica n more than the amount received
Science for 15 years was "angry or a Democra
t." I'm not from insuranc e. "I'm
at the typical politician who interested in personal
Boston Globe writer Brad Pokorney spoke on peace at the
glory," concerned that many elderly
wouldn't address the issues or Scott said.
MU B last night.(Frank Consentin o photo)
just don't ~o to the hospital
take a stand." So, he decided to
Scott plans several proposals
SCOTT,
run for N.H. State Senator.
page 10
if elected:
Scott, a Democrat , has
already propose d and
organized a bill to fight Public
Service of New Hampshire 's
(PSNH) estimate d $1.2
thousand yearly increase in
By Sara Anderson
every household 's electric bill.
The Hetzel Hall 48-hour given to all those who
Twenty-fiv e Republica n and
Dance-a-th on, sponsored by participate .
Democrat members of the
Registratio n packets for the House
The Nationa l Kidney
and Senate support the
Foundatio n, has been changed Dance Marathon, whose theme proposal to restrict
the amount
to a 26.2 hour marathon in an will be health and jogging, can utility rates are increased
in
attempt to draw more be picked up at area 1,2, and 3, proportion to the
rate
of
MU
B info, and rooms 207 and
participan ts, according to
inflation.
Carla Panciera, co-chairm an of 208 of Hetzel Hall, in two
. Scott estimates that when
weeks, according to Pinciera. ·
the Hetzel Hall 26.2 Darice
lawmakers meet in January the
The dance will take place proposal
Marathon Committee .
will have 75
The Dance Marathon, the Feb. 22 and 23 in the Granite supporters in the
legislature.
number one fundraiser on State Room beginning at 8:00
Before teaching at UNH,
campus, totalling '$22,000 in p.m. Friday night and ending at Scott was a personnel
manager
pledges last year, plans to have I0:20 Saturday night, Panciera at Boston University
Medical
better food, bands and said.
School. He felt he'd be able to
entertainm ent than prior years,
The New Hampshire Kidney make a better contributio
n as a
Panciera said.
Foundati on couldn't exist teacher so
he took a sharp pay
"Prizes- will be better," without the UN H Dance cut to pursue
this field.
Panci~ra said. The top money Marathon which is it's biggest
"Now I've reached the top of
raiser will win a week long trip source of funding , Panciera teaching and I feel
I 'II make a .
to an exotic locale, such as said.
greater contributio n as a state
Bermuda, during spring break
Consistin g of 7 sub- senator," Scott said.
as in past years. Smaller prizes,. committee s, organizatio n of
He has won Teacher of the
will be awarded including gift the Dance Marathon brings Year award and
was voted one T-School Professor Bill Scott who is running for state.(Pho to
certificates and a possible ski unity to Hetzel Hall, Panciera of the three best
teachers by courtesy of Scott campaign)
said.
commuter students.

Dan ce-a - tho n: less
•
hou rs, mor e priz
es

Fitn ess gur u to
spe ak on aer obi cs

Students at last year's Dance-a-th on boogie to raise mo_ney for Easter Seals.(File photo)

By Kae Reed
once ridiculed for his -practice
Dr. Kenneth H. Cooper, of preventativ e medicine. His
who is acclaimed to be •·the initial prescriptio n for general
man who started America health was aerobic exercise.
running," and ··the jogging His practice is now accepted
guru of the world," will be world wide.
discussin g ""The Aerobic
Cooper's center occupies _
Program for Total Well-Being " twenty-thr ee acres of land.
on Wednesday , November 7 in There is a one year waiting list
the Granite State Room at 8 for the 2,400 membersh ips at
p.m.
his Aerobics Activity Center.
The School of Health The center includes indoor and
Studies, along with the New outdoor pools, racquetbal l and
Hampshire Employee Benefit tennis courts, exercise classes,
Plan Administr ation and the saunas, whirlpoo ls and
Nike Corpora tion, are Nautilus equipment .
sponsoring the presentatio n of
Cooper is eager to point out
the internatio nally known that running is not the only
Cooper. Interested persons can form of aerobic exercise. ·•A lot
obtain one of the approxima te- of people have the idea that
ly 175 remaining tickets at the aerobics means jogging or
MU B Ticket Center.
aerobic dancing-w hich is
Dr. Cooper began his just one of the spinoffs of the
Dallas-bas ed Aerobic Activity
Center in 1970. Cooper was FITNESS, page 8
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Burton runs for senate
By Edmund Mander
The election next Tuesday
could make one faculty
member at UN H a very busy

man.
Assistant Dean Wayne
Burton, of the UNH
Whittemore School, 1s a

T-SHIRTS• GOLF SHIRTS•
LONG SLEEVE BEEFY Ts
SWEAT SHIRTS• HATS
& TOTES
3131 LAFAYETTE ROAD, PORTSMOUTH, NH 03801

Democratic candidate for the
State Congress in Concord,
where he hopes to represent the
Durham, Lee and l\1adbury
district.
Burton was a graduate
student at the Whittemore
School, and obtained his MBA
in 1972.
The Seabrook power station
is a target of Burton's criticism.
and he opposes Public Service
of New Hampshire rate
increase:-. to hail out the
project.
Proponenh of Seabrook
have displayed "an almost
religious fervor" in their
determination to build the
station "at any cost." Burton

said.

Methods of Making
Career I Life Decisions

Wayne Burton, assistant Dean ofWSBE is a candidate for NH
General Court from District Four.(Edmund Mander photo)

Thurs., Nov. I
3:00-4:30 PM
Grafton Room, MUB

Program Sponsored by
Career Planning & Placement
Service

ering quality used
fall and winter clothing
for bargain prices at ...

St. aaoraa·s_Church nrm aoa.
Open Thursdays, 10-5
Main Street, Durham

Pressures to construct the
power plant within budget
might lead builders to neglect
safety standards, Burton said.
Women\ rights also concern
Burton. and he says he wants
his daughter to not to have to
face barriers in the work place.
or violence.
Another of Burton\ primary
concerns is education. and he is
critical of the New Hampshire
education system which,
according to him, doesn't offer
secondary school students
equal opportunities.
"At the moment the students
from the lowest expenditure
districts have the lowest SAT
scores. and students from hi!.!h
expenditure district:-. hm'e tl1e
highest SAT srnn;:-.," Burton
said.
·
At present, public schools in
New Hampshire rely largely on

BURTON, page 9
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Our office hours will be 9-12 and 1--i daily. The
following mornings are particularly good times to
preregister al the Academic Advising Center: Fri.
Nov. 2., Mon. Nov. 5, Fri. Nov. 9.
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Humanities Courses for Spring Semester 1985
Hl MANITl-l·:S -IOI

INTIWIH CTION TO IHMANITIES

Prok~,o r Clia (iood\1i11 .
c ·11ordi11ator
lir,t Cla" llll'L'h Wat 2:10 in IIS 2\(,
(altn \I hich room numhn changL·,)
;\ltn lir,t cla" mc·..-t ,111:
1\1\\' 2: I0-3:."IO lll I H 2: I0-.1 :.10
( lkp..-11di11g ,111 nwduk· ;1ssignnlL"nh)
-I l.l L·dit,

I he·mL·: lluma11it1 -;ind . l>i1 i11it1. Stud..-111'
cho11,c· 011..- ol lour moduk, in L·ach ol thrn: li1L·\IL"L" k rniod,. h1r tktails ,._.L. ulu1·,L· tk,niption
in llunwnitiL·, l'rogr;1111 ollin'. l\1urkl;111d llJ 01
in I ihnal /\rt, atlli,ing ,11!1L·L·.

lll'MAI\ITll-:S S02

Ill I\L\:\ITIES: TIIE 1\101>1•:n;-... \\ ORLI)

(01) l'rok"m ( lw1k, I L· ightllll
M\\'I · lJ:10-10:00. Mu1kla11d ::'01
., UL"' 11:10-12:.10. IIS ::'\(,
(02) l'rok,,or /\lhnto Ca,a,
MWI 10 : 10-11:00. Murl-.land 201
·1u..-, 11 : I0-\2:JO. IIS21<,
-I c1..-dits

I itnatu1L·. phill\"1ph1. ;111d art lrnm lb11te·
through the- l-ic·11ch ;111d Russi;111 IL·;il;,1'. Dante·.
(";1,tiglionL·. l\1;1L"l1i;11L·lli. l\1l\11t;1igne·. R;1L·i11L·.
Molic·rc·. l',qw. (i,ll"thc'. \'- ord,\lorth. :Iola.
I ,11'to:. \ ' i,it to Bo,to11 11111,c·um,. I uc·,da:.
kcturc' ,nic, . 11 ith lilm, a11d _,litk,. i, 11pc·11 t11 the·
puhlic.
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Ill 1\1/\NITIES: Tiff 20TH CEl\ 'ITRY

l'rokssnr Ro,..- ;\nto,i..-11 ic1
·1 R I \:I0-12:.10. Murkland 201
-l c1nlit,

I itnat11re·. philo,opl11. and art ol
ci1 ili1atilln in the· la,1 h1111drnl :L'ar,.

Ill MAI\ITIES 59S

WIT: ITS 1-:xci-:1.u:M E

l'r11k"or (i..-org..- I o\L'I
IR .1:40-5 :00. MurU111d 201
-I l"l"L"tlit,

;\ !lli>k at 11it ;ind l;1ughtn i11 the· 11riti11g, and
uttc·ralll·c·, ol phil,1,ophc·r,. r,1L"i1iatri, t,.
politician, . p11e·ts. ;111d ,1a11d-ur comio.
R..-;1Ji 11g, i11cludL' grc·at comc·dic·,. 011L·-linn,.
limnick,. ;111d 1111111\ storiL·, ;1., \IL'II ;1, artick, 011
11L·u1oph '.,io l11g: ol laughlL'1 ;111d L""a:, on
l'llg11;1t 1\ L' ra UsL'' 111 \;1 ughte-r .
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Human iron deficiency studied
Dennis Chasteen isn't one to They result from a person's
pop iron supplements without inability to metabolize iron
properly. Patients with ironasking why.
Why are some people overload diseases can be
deficient in iron and others so treated with chelating drugs,
loaded with it that they risk which cause the iron to be
excreted in the urine; this helps
dying of iron overload?
"We don't fully understand prolong life, but ultimately the
how iron is circulated and drugs became ineffective."
Chasteen says scientists need
stored in the body," says
Chasteen, a University of New to understand how the body
Hampshire chemistry prof- transports and stores iron so
essor, .. and iron deficiency is a that better treatments for these
widespread, worldwide diseases. can be developed. For
· this reason, Chasteen has been
problem.
••There are also diseases such awarded a $650,000, five-year
as -hemochromatosis, which are grant by the National Institutes
associated with iron overload. of Health to study the

mechanics of transferrin, a
protein manufactured in the
liver, which transports iron
through the blood stream.
Somehow, transferrin picks up
iron and releases it in different
parts of the body many times in
the course of a day.
••Most substances that bind
iron cannot easily let go of it,"
says Chasteen. ··Transferrin is
the only known protein that
picks up iron in a reversible
way."
Chasteen and chemistry
graduate students Susan
Swope, Carl Thompson,
Barbara Viglione and Donna
IRON. age 22

need a Place to store
Your Bille or cucle?

CALENDAR

TUESDAY, October 30
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "Aristotle," Barbara S.
Tovey. 104 Pettee Hall, 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m. Admiss·ion Free
FIELD HOCKEY: Women vs. Holy Cross. Memorial Field. 2 p.m.
SPANISH FILM:
Admission$ I

"It's Never Too Late," 303 James, 4 p.m.

LECTURE: Bill Cahill, candidate for executive council. Merrimack
Room, MUS-, 6:30-8 p.m.
HOCKEY: Men vs. Boston College, Snively Arena, 7:30 p.m.
Admission: Reserved $6: General $5.
WEDNESDAY, October 31
PREREGISTRATION FOR SPRING SEMESTER BEGINS
DISCUSSION: John Spiro will discuss the role of the university in
the state. Strafford Room, MU B, I p.m.
SOCCER: Women vs. Holy Cross, Death Valley Field. 2:30 p.m.
NEW-OLD CINEMA: "Nosferatu. the Vampire," 110 Murkland, 7
p.m.
FACULTY JAZZ QUINTET: Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
THURSDAY. November 1
Discussion: .. Black studies / Women's Studies: Discovering Our
Tradition," Johnnclla Butler, Hillsborough / Sullivan Room, MU 8,
l:!:30 p.m.
MUSO FILM: "Invasion of the Bodysnatchers," Strafford Room.
_ M-u B. 7 & 9:30 p.m. Admission $ I

Give us a call
at Hauch Storage

LECTURE/RECITAL: "Black-Eyed Susans in Song: A Lecture
Recital of Music by Black Women Compos·ers. ".Johnnella Butler,
Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
FRIDAY,November 2
PAR EN T'S WEEKEND

431-2749

SOCCER: Men vs. Rhode Island, Brackett Field, 3 p.m.
HOCKEY: Men vs. Michigan. Snively Arena, 7:30 p.m. Admission:
Reserved $6: General $5.

(located near the
Fox Run Mall)

UNIVERSITY GALLERIES: "John Laurent: 30 Years." and
"Once upon a time: Toys and Games from New England's Past,"
University Galleries, Paul Arts. Monday-Wednesday: IO a.m.-4
p.m. Thursdays: 10 a.m.-8 p.m. Saturday & Sunday: 1-5 p.m.

We'll beat anyone's price I

DEADLINE FOR CALENDAR AND NOTICES: For Tuesday's
issue the deadline is Thursday at 4:00. For Friday\ issue the deadline
is Tuesday at 4:00
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REAGAN, MONDALE, and the BIG LIE:

t
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After nearly twenty years of studying . the "UFO
~ ph~noi:nenon,'_' I kno~, as do many peo~l~ in N.H. _through~
~ -their ftrsthand expenence, that the official, negative U.S.~
~ Federal position is false-regarding the fundamental nature~
~ of ··u FOs." And now in 1984 with the numerous, amazing~
Federal (CIA, FBI, etc.) UFO documents that have recently~
been forced into the light by court actions, the real situation i(:
~ has become absolutely ridiculous. But even so, one can only~
~ expect that both halves of the Reagan-Mondale choice intend
to project our Free Society into the future on the basis of this
~
~ fantastic corruption of knowledge and the Con~titution.
~ Therefore, I suggest that people write in my name for the~
~ Office of President on their ballots this November, in order
~ that we can send the simple, clear message to Washington,~
~ telling them to stop the BIG LIE about •·u FOs." A little~
~ reflection will show that votes cast ·in this way do not really~
~ hurt either party, and that they count a very great deal for our~
~ freedom. Let us hear a strong voice from the people of New ~
~ ~ Hampshire.
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John Paul Oswald Hampton, N.H.
(author andfiscal agenr) ~
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INSIDE STORY
Another Vietnam
Prof..,

wjyh

David Schweickart
Loyola University of Chicago

OCT.30
TUES. 8:00
SMITH HALL
f!lle/1te{}kmen/{} fo1to!lfoided
al 7:30
~,v,e1tyone OJfelcome

JJf uuhrh by JJF®
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NOTICES
ATHLETICS AND RECREATION_
1-2-3 BALL BOWLING TOURNAMENT:
Sponsored by Memorial Union Games Room.
Highest score wins prizes a warded for all around
and individual strings. Friday, November 2,
Games Room, Memorial Union, 7 p.m . Call 8621910 for more information.
SINGLES TOURNAMENT: Sponsored by
Memorial Union Games Room. Bowl 3 strings
under regular singles tournament play. Highest
total pinfall wins. Monday, November 5, Games
Room, Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m. Call 862-1910
for more information.

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
CATHOLIC STUDENT ORGANIZATION
MEETING : Tuesdays, Catholic Student Center, 7
p.m . .
SLIDE SHOW AND DJSCUSSION: Sponsored
by Eta Sigma Phi, the Classics National Honor
::')oc1ety. Pompe11 and Herculaneum. Wednesda y,
October 31 , Room 21, M urkland, 7 p .m.
UNH JUGGLING CLUB: Learn to juggle.
Wednesdays, MemoriaJ Union, 7 to 11 p.m.
NEW TESTAMENT CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP MEETING: Wednesdays, Room 310,
McConnell, 7:30 p.m.
RESOURCE ECONOMICS CLUB MEETING :
Thursdays , Room 323, James, 12:30 p.m .
UNH SHOTOKAN KARATE CLUB: Great way
. to get in shape, learn karate, travel , compete, and
meet new people . Call 862-2031, Recreational
Sports Department, for more information .
ATHENIAN SOCIAL CLUB ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING : The Greek Experience!
Interested in Mythology? Modern Greek Culture
or a trip t0 Greece? Tuesday. October 30 , Senate
Room, Memorial Union, 3 p.m.

SPOOK HAY RIDE: Sponsored by Collegiate 4H Club . Wednesday, October 31, starts at
Thompson Hall parking lot, 6:30 to 10 p.m . for
75<J:.
UNH PHILOSOPHY CLUB ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING: Thursday, November I,
Room 8, Hamilton Smith, 12 :30 p.m.
CAMPUS GAY ALLIANCE ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING: You are not alone . Polls
close at 7 p.m., vote and come on over. Tuesday,
November 6, Sullivan Room, Memorial Union,
7:30 p.m .
NH OUTING CLUB SKI SWAP AND SALE:·
Bring in used equipment to be sold during week of
November 5-9, Room 129, N HOC Office,
Memorial Union, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Anyone may
sell equipment, skis, poles, and any outfitting,
providing you register during that week . 862-2145
for more information.

CAREER

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS: Sponsored by
Health Services. Closed meeting, drop in format,
support group for recovering alcoholics.
Wednesdays. Wolff House, noon to 2 p.m. 8623823 for more information.

AL-ANON: Sponsored by Health Services.
Support group for sons, daughters, spouses, and
family members of alcoholics. Wednesdays, Wolff
House, 6 p.m.
WHY STUDENTS DRINK: Sponsored by
Health Services. Discussion of attitudes and values
surrounding alcohol and its use. Wednesday,
October 31, Babcock, 7:30 p.m.
PARENT'S WEEKEND PROGRAM:
Sponsored by Health Education center. Life
Quality, UN H Resources Support the Personal
Growth of Your students . Saturday , November 3,
Hillsborough / Sullivan Room, Memorial Union,
I :30 to 2:30 p.m.

NoV('mht'r q r 0 nf1•rt•n r1 ' R nn m

.., - ~ -

COMPUTER SERVICES
Non-credit courses for a nominal fee arc listed
below. Registration is required . Call 862-3527 or
stop by Room 2E, Stoke Cluster. Additional $5'
charge for non-USNH personnel. All courses are
held in Stoke Cluster unless otherwise indicated.

HEALTH SERVICES COLD CLINIC: Monday,
10 a.m. to 2 'p.m.: Tuesday through Friday, 11 a.m.
to 3 p.m., Basement, Hood House. No charge for
students.

Tc, St-op. 6~ 0u~

Du~lic~ ~t'anch
ror AT1lEAT On

BEGINNING TOPSIO: Course trains users to
interact with the Universit y 's mainframe
DECsystem 1090 computers running the TOPS 10
operating system. Covers essential skills for those
who need to use application programs on these
systems. Prerequisite: Using Timesharing Systems
or experience using another timesharing system.
Wednesday, October 31 from _10 a.m. to noon. Fee
is $3.

ALLOWEEN 0Ct3

~w. Flei~

INTRODUCTION TO WORDSTAR-1,2-This is
an introduction to Wordstar, a microcomputer
word processing program . Video editing,
formatting and printing are discussed . Monda y ,
November 5 and Wednesday, November 7 from
9:30 a.m . to noon . Fee is $6.

...

uauK

DURHAM SHOPPING PLAZA, DURHAM, N.H.

GENERAL
UN H FOOD COOPERATIVE: Mondays and
Thursdays, Room 14A, Hubbard, 4 to 6 p.m.

U.S.News & World Report presents

Ne

BAGEL BREAKFAST: Sponsored by NonTraditional Student Center. Wednesdays,
Underwood House, 8:30 to 10:30 a.m . 862-3647 for
more information.

aves

OMIERON DELTA EPSILON (ECONOMIC
HONOR SOCIETY) MEETING: Wednesdays ,
Room 308, McConnell, 4 to 5 p.m. If unable to
attend but interested, leave message in Box #253,
WSBE .
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
TUESDAY NIGHT LIVE: Tuesday October 30,
Room 204-206, Horton, 7 to 8:30 p.m .
COALITION FOR DISARMAMENT AND
PEACE COURSE - SPEECH: History of the
Arms Race. October 30, Room 142, Hamilton
Smith, 7 to 9 p.m.

BLACK STUDIES / WOMEN'S STUDIES:
"Discovering Our Traditions" by Johnella Butler,
coordinator of Afro-American Studies at Smith
College. Thursda y , November I, Hillsborough / Sullivan Room. Memorial Union, 12:30 to 2
p.m.

MUB HEALTH RESOURCE BOOTH:
Sponsored by Health Services. Monday and
We_dnesday, outside cafeteria entrance, Memorial
Unton, 11 to 1:30 p.m. No charge for students.

can't earn more than her fiance
will."
"It's really easy for us as
people to put ourselves in a
box," added Judy Randall,
Chairperson of the "Choices"
Planning Committee.
"If they want to be in the
mold, however, that's okay," .
according to Brownell.
The committee is made up of
faculty, students, a member of
the Women's Commission and
a representative of Residential
Life.
According to Randall, the
committee contains ··a cross
section of people who serve
WORKSHOP, page 8

. _,
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INTERVIEWER COMMENTS REVIEW:
Sponsored by Career Planning and Placement.
Tuesdav, November I, Room 203, Huddleston,
I :30 to ·4 p.m.

HEALTH

"Choices,_" an afternoon of
workshops and discussion for
women, will be held November
14.
Traditionally, women have
not had all the chances in career
choice according to Karen
Brownell, Assistant Director of
Career Planning and Place- ment.
"Some women just don't see
all their options," Brownell
said. "A woman might come in
to see me about career and, for
whatever reasons, she feels like
she can't do certain things.
Maybe she can't relocate
because her boyfriend doesn't
want to. Maybe she feels she

to 11 a . m.

STU DENTS FOR LIBERTY INTRODUCTORY MEETING: Wednesday. October 31 ,
Senate Room. Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m.

CHOICES - LIFE PLANNING / CAREER
PROGRAM FOR UNDERGRADUATE
WOMEN: Sponsored by Career Planning and
Placement. Panel on "Perspectives of Success".
workshops on various topics of interest to
undergraduate women. Wednesday, November 14,
Memorial Union, noon to 5:30 p.m.

By Patricia O'Dell

BACK SCHOOL: Sponsored by Health Services:
Learn about the factors you .can control to reduce
low back pain . Tuesday. November 6 to Friday.

RESUME CRITIQUE: Sponsored by Career
Planning and Placement. Wednesday, October 31,
Room 203 , Huddleston, I :30 to 4 p.m .

METHODS OF MAKING CAREER / LIFE
DECISIONS: Sponsored by Career Planning and
Placement. Thursday, November I, Grafton
Room, Memorial Union, 3 to 4 p .m.

Women. to workshop
career issues

METHODS OF MAKING CAREER ; LIFE
DECISIONS WORKSHOP: Sponsored by
Career Planning and Placement. Thursday:
November I. Grafton Room. Memorial Union, 3
to 4:30 p.m.
TAX SHELTERS FOR WOMEN: Sponsored by
American Association of University Women . With
Enid Brown of the Copeland Companies.
Thursday. November I. Faculty Center, 4 to 5:30
p.m. An yone welcome.
BACKPACKING BALDFACE MOUNTAIN:
Sponsored by Cooperative Outdoor Lead-ership
Training. November 2-4. Sign up outside NH
Outing Club Office, Room 129. Memorial Union.
Fee is $15.
INTERVIEWS - PEOPLEXPRESS: Sponsored
by Field Experience Program . Monday.
NO\ember 5. Carroll Room, Memorial Union, 2
p.m. For more information call Robert
McCaffrry. Field Experience Program, 862-1184.

News waves? Th~y're the trends of todayin politics, business, youth, the economythat affect what's to come next month,next
year, in the next decade.
News waves in U.S. News: We analyze them
every week (before they make the headlines
elsewhere) to keep you on top of-and prepared
for-what the future holds in store.
Subscribe to U.S. News at half-price. Just
_.
fill out and send in the coupon b e l o w _ _

------------~-Money-saving
Student Coupon
D YE~, send me 25 weeks of

~,~

-

•

U.S.News & World Report for only
$9.88. 111 save 50% off the regular subscription rate and 77% off the
cover price . □ Payment enclosed D Bill me
Name
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
School;-:-N-;---:-a-m_e
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __Apt .
ip - - - - City/State

i

l':r1SW't'§J
.......

Mail coupon to·

U.S.News & W~rld Report
.2400NSt., N.W. Room416
•■•
Washington, D.C. 20037
ws & World Report.
Listen for the News Blimp on II I \ II Brought to you by U.S.Ne_

·-----~----------------
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---SEN ATE~
( continued from page I)
senate after the Student
Activity Fee Council (SAFC)
- was unable to obtain a twothirds \'Ote necessary to pass
the new rule. It was passed with
one abstention.
Another motion before the
senate to approve amendments
to the senate constitution was
tabled until next week's
meeting.
The new constitution will be
printed later this semester,
according to Ted Eynon.
student body vice-president.
After the completi()n of
senate business, senators were
shown a "mock" universitv
judicial hoard hearing, staged
by students who work for the
board. to show senators how a
hearing operates.
Proposals to allow resident
hall oirecwrs to double as
judicial board hearing officers
will he put before the senate
son1etime in the future.
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The New Hampshire ( USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semiweekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 151
of the Memorial Union Building. UNH. D urham. N.H . 03824.· Business
Office hours: Monday - Friday 10 AM-2 PM .. Academic year subscription:
$20.00 . Third class postage paid at Durham.NH 03824. Advertisers should
check their ads the first day . The New Hampshire will in no case be
responsible for typographical or other errors. but will reprint that part of an
advertisement in which a typographical error appears. if notified
immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The Nell'
Hampshire . 151 MUB. UNH. Durham. NH.03824. 10.000copiesperiss ue
printed by .Journal Tribune. Biddeford Maine.
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PEOPLEx press is coming
campus in search of
CO-OP EDUCAT ION STUDEN TS
SOPHOM ORES... JUNIORS...
SENIORS...GRAD STUDENT S
START NOW AS A RESERVATIONS SALES ASSOCIATE. You'll be the first point
of contact between PEOPLExpress and our customers, providing accurate
scheduling and price information-and selling seats for PEOPLExpress flights.
You'll be based at NEWARK INTERNATIONAL AIRPORI

THE JOB OFFERS ALL THIS:
• $5.00 an hour to start-with regularly

THE MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM
HOURS YOU MAY WORK ARE:

scheduled raises
• UNLIMITED TRAVEL PRIVILEGES ON
PEOPLExpress (Not only for you but
spo~_ses, too, after 30 days of employment)

• Minimum of 4 hours per day

• FREE PARKING AT THE AIRPORT

• Maximum of 40 hours per week

• Minimum of 20 hours per week

TO QUALIFY, you must have a GPA of 2.5 or better; be currently enrolled, be articulate-and
have a mature attitude and business-like appearance. Previous work experience is a must.
PRESENTATIO NS .AND INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD ON TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 6TH,
BEGINNING AT 2:00 P.M. PLEASE BRING A CURRENT TRANSCRIPT AND A
PROFESSOR RECOMMEND ATION WITH YOU TO THE INTERVIEW. CONTACT THE
FIELD EXPERIENCE PROGRAM FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION .
Equal Opportunity Employer M F

.

PE O~ -.R !SS
FLYSMART

November 5
Mond~W, .
at the MUB
Mexican Fiesta
Beet Enchi\adas
Mexican Rice
Gazapacho
Bizcochitos
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In

;eafity, J
_. a~robic prbgram.
list 31 exercises that qualify: qS
aerobic in my new: book. The
_ top five~ in order, ifre:
crosscountry skiing, swimming
_jogging, bicycling and walking.
The advantage of the aerobics
program is that there are so
many ways you can exercise/'

(Dallas Times Herald)
Cooper's five books,
including his latest, The
Aerobics Program for Total
Well-Being, have sold more
than _12.5 million copies in
twenty-nine languages and
Braille.
_In 1982, The London Times

Welcome
Oct 31,
7:30 P.M.

Whitehouse. Opticia ns, Inc.

Room 110, MUB

Mon, Tues, Thurs, Fri, 8:30-5:30
Wed & Sat 8:30-12:00

-Complete Eyeglass servicePrescriptions filled & duplicazed
frames repaired - sunglasses
Dover Drug Building, 6 Broadway, Dover.

742-1744
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named Cooper among the 74
.. greatest" people of the past 20
years. "The drop in death from
heart disease in America by 14
percent in the 1970 's is
commonly credited to Dr.
Cooper," the Times noted, "as
'is the jogging boom which got
more than 25 million
Americans- on the roads by the
end of that decade."
One of the countries in which
Dr. Cooper's internationa l
fame is acknowledge d is Brazil.
Brazilians often ask, "Have you
done your Cooper today?"
whe-n inquiring if someone has
jogged.
In Tokyo, Japan, under
Cooper's counsel, a 750-acre
model of the Dallas Aerobics
Center is being built.
Cooper's research into
coronary heart disease and risk
factors affecting heart disease
and fitness (high blood
pressure and hypertensio n,
HDL and cholesterol HDL
ratios, body fat percentage,
smoking and alcohol consumptiQn, treadmill performance time, and pulmonary
functions) have been the
subject of papers at
internatio nal scientific
conferences and in international scientific journals.
The Dallas Times Herald
quoted Cooper as saying, "My
overwhelmin g desire is to prove
without a shadow of doubt the
role exercise plays in the
maintenance of good health
and prevention of disease."

-WOR KSHO P<continued from page 6)

students in various areas."
The program, according to
Brownell, is designed to show
undergradua te women how to
successfully combine career
and family byshowing them
examples ot ·w omen who have _
done just that.
"'We want to get students
talking to people in the field,"
Randall said.
Last year's Womens Career
Day drew · approximate ly 60
people, according to Brownell.
This year shehopcstha t number
will double.

Bicycle Gear

0KG $19
Brancale $12
Bell from $25

lcANNON DALEI
Seat $8
Overlands $65

IM ISC I
Tights $25
C Rack $24
Solar cate)'e $48
X-C Package $84
Thule Rack $75

Durham Bike
M-F 12:5:30
Sat. 9-12
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----B U~T ON ----- <continued from page 4)

local property taxes for funds
but Burton would like to see
schools in all districts being
funded on an equal basis from
othcr M)u1-ccs.

Burton i!-. the father of three
children. and · has been a
resident of Durham for '. I 5
years ~

•

•:: ;.M

<M,N£S£ .t.,ON
.

436-1808

Now accepting reservatio ns
for Christmas Parties for
20 to 300 people
l~111c'rlai111111 ·111 thi,- Fri . and Sat.
Tl11· \ it'lor lla11,-on Hand

Re-elec t
State Senato r

Leo Lessard

Energy:
Leo has been ·a consiste nt opponent
.of _S eabrook Unit I I and opposes nuclear
waste dump sites in New Hampshi re.

Vo~e Nov. 6, 1984
•
a unique
opport unity
for

Foresters
Biological Sciences
.~ .

·t :.::

For you, and the world itself. As a Peace Corps volunteer, you can put your degree to work at a challenging, demanding and unique opportunity. You'll ·be
meeting new people, learning a new language, experiencing a new culture and .gaining a whole new
outlook. And while you' re building your future, you ' ll
help people in developing countries meet their energy and housing needs. Forestry sector needs include .. . Biology, Botany, Natural Resources, Environmental sciences, Ornamental Horticulture degrees, and of course !oresters.

NoY. 6, 7:00 p.m., film &
info. Carroll Rm. Memorial U nion

Nm. 7 9-5 :00. scnior
interYiews in Career Planning
Office call 862-20 IO .
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LUNETTE OPTIQUE
455 ·Central A venue
· Dover,- N.H. 03820
749-2094

<continued from page 3)

because they know they can't senate."
pay the bills," Scott said.
Scott campaigns door to
•propose to use $32 million door. He said that even if he
from a · NH tax on cigarettes isn't elected it will have been a
strictly for education.
valuable experience getting to
•propose that there be no know people.
service charge for peopie under
12 or over 60 with bank
Scott's primary source of
accounts .. "Service charges eat publicity is news releases. His
up meager funds and people original goal, to get his name in
can't keep an account," Scott the paper ·at least once a week,
said.
has been met so far, he said.
•propose a bill to limit
Scott does consulting
spending of all state officers so
around the world. He recently _
they can't just "cultivate an
returned from India, China and ·
image" but rather so they'll also
Japan where he held training
support the image.
sessions on motivation and also
Scott graduated from Drexel
University in Philadelphia and · met with top manufacturers to
learn of their problems and
has a Master's degree from
techniques.
UNH. He worked his way
through college as a truck ·
He has· written and published
driver and construction a book on motivation and is
worker.
planning on publishing a play.
··A lot ot - poht1c1ans are
wealthy and forget about the · "My biggest asset is that I
people," Scott said. "I think it's don't claim to be a politician.
important for someon'e who I'm a manager. I can look at
has experienced and can relate · problems and find ways to
to what work is to be in the resolve the_!11," he said.
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Exceptional Earnings: Our Outlet
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organization in North America, with student-operated outlets coast to
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Pre-Regi stration Time Again

SPRING HUMA NITIES
~---C OUR SES_ _ __
Due to student demand,
the Humanities Program will again offer

Humanities 595

F
R
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T
0
Artistotle

Joan Rivers

Special Studies: Wit: Jts Excellence
Mount Holyoke Coolege Philosophy Professor George Tovey looks at wit and laughter in the writings and utterances of
philosophers, psychiatrists, politicians, poets, and stand-up comics. Readings include great comedies, one-liners, limericks,
and funny stories as well as articles on neurophysiology of laughter and essays on cognative causes of laughter.
TR 3:40-5:00
Murkland 201

4 credits
Limited enrollment

1::,z~irt·tc~:;11:;r

Humanities 610
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Cross-listed as
Arts 610
English 610
History 610
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New England
Culture in
Changin g Times
An interdisciplinary study of the literature, history , fine arts, and
architecture in major periods of change.
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Field trips.
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Cut of Wicked Statesman, 1773
by Paul Revere
Course taught by Profs. David Andrew and Charles Clark

TR 9:40-11:00
PCAC A2l8
4 credits
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Grenada
To the Editor:
In a vain attempt to debunk
President Reagan Professor
England has spouted the same
platitudes that Fidel Castro,
Daniel Ortega, and Andrei
Gromyko shouted and screamed
about one year ago. If he had been
more scholarly in his researching
of the facts, Professor England
would have realized that the
government of Maurice Bishop
was overthrown on October 18.
1983 by left-wing radi<:als of his
own party, and Bishop was
summarily executed. fn the
following days the people \\<Tre not
allowed out or their houses under
threat of execution. The people of
Grenada have said in countless
interviews that the arrival of the
82nd Airborne, Rangers. and
Marines saved their country from
ultimate disaster. Our military
excursion to Grenada sent a loud
and clear message to Mr. Castro to
be wary wherever he puts his
bloodstained hands, because the
United States can and will send his
troops back in disgrace. The
message was also received in
Surinam. The strongman
government there kicked · out
several "advisors" and relaxed its
oppression.
The New Jewel Movement was
, nothing more than a Marxist
.economic policy that sooner or
later was doomed to fail as all
Marxist economies do by
stifling the growth of Free
Enterprise. Maybe Dr. England
liked it because it had a pretty and

fanciful name. For-all its accll:limed
goodness the New Jewel Party
wasn't good and was ALREADY
discredited amongst the
Grenadi~ns due to the imprisonment_ without charges, of many
pe?ple. One of the imprisoned,
W(nston. »"1hyte is running for
Pnmc Mm1ster. The editor of The
Grenadian Voice, Leslie Pierre,
was imprisoned by Bishop's
government for starting a
newspaper without government
per1:1ission. _Tell me, Dr. England
1s It a kmd and benevolent
government that doe_s such a thing?
Even Walter Mondale has
ceased trying to make an issue· of
~renada. We ,_1t UN H arc certainly
fortunate Professor England is not
trying to teach Political Science.
Finally, I saw a picture in tlie
November National Geoxraphic
· of a young lady wearing a T-shirt.
On

thut

T - :.hi1 t

tl11.:

llags

Of

Grenada and America were
crossed: our flag was on the left.
Beneath the flags was a message to
the American people. It said,
"America - thank you for
LIBERATING Grenada." In the
end t~e opinion of only i~·o
countnes matters: the opinion of
America and the opinion of
Grenada.
Daniel T . Smart

Jesus
To the Editor:
We\-e not into "Letter Wars,"
but once again we find it necessary
to put pen to paper. The reason
being: "The accuracy and integrity
of the Bible and thus God are at
stake ." Upon reading Shawn

· McDermott's recent letfe~ mThe
· New Hampshire, we were stirred
wit_hin at the-blatent misrepresen- ·
tat1on of the Bible, the Word of
God. This is not an attack on
Shawn, but upon the doctrine he is.
promulgating. If his beliefs are
from the Bible, we would like to see
some scripture references . Shawn
made 11 statements in his short
letter that are clear contradictions
of the bible. We've learned in our
studi_es of the Bible and religion,
thatJust because a man talks about
Jesus, it doesn't necessarily mean
he represents the true God of the
Bible. We of the Way of UN H
study the Bible (which makes
known Jesus Christ who is the way
to God) from a standpoint of its
inherent, logical non-contradieting accuracy. We allow it to
speak for itself. We would like to
examine some of Shawn's
:-.~atc:111c:nLs from a biblical pomt ot
view.
Mr. McDermott said, "Jesus is
not· only Lord of UN H, but also of
New Hampshire, the united
States, the world, and the
universe." The Bible takes
ex~eption to this. It says the devil is
pnnce and god of the world, Luke
4:5-6, IICor. 4:4, John 14:30. Read
it for )'. ou~self. Are you equating
the devil with Jesus Christ, Shawn?
Jesus Chris_t is no more . Lord of
_UN H than he is Lord of the world.
Jesus Christ is not your Lord -0 r
Master unless you make him Lord
by your own free will. Shawn, as
does most "Christianity" suggested
thatJesusviolatedour God-given
free-will when he wrote, "Jesus has
claim on our unrestricted
devotion." If this was true Jesus
would redeem his claim and we
would all be robots walking
around saying, "Praise the lord.,,
You can only make Jesus Christ
your Lord when you do Romans
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I0:9 (the one time condition for
eternal life.)
· Shawn also said, "Jesus created
us." How could a man create all of
us? Genesis I :27 says God did. '
That's a lot easier to believe.
Shawn also said, "He (Jesus)
claims to be God." Jesus was To the Editor:
quoted as saying he was the Son of
In response to Dana MacPhee
God in Matthew 27:43 and in and Tim Mortimer's letter in last
many other places in the Bible. The Friday's issue of The New
Bible calls him the Son of God over Hampshire, I am surprised to see
47 ti~es and never once does Jesus that two seemingly well educated
say, "I am God." There are 4 individuals of the works of "The
scriptures that could be twisted to Lord," advocate the cheapening of
say that Jesus is God. But, how the great spiritual power that .
could that be? How could he be appears to drive them.
both God and the Son of God
The claim supporting "facts"
when the Bible makes clear listed in their letter show in
distinctions between the two on themselves a greatness that cannot
numerous occasions. (See Mark be challenged by Evel Kneivel,
13:32, Matt. 26:39, Matt. 26:42, Jerry Garcia or other such mortals
Luke 22:42, John 5:30, Matt. 20:23 that rely on "Paid Adverti~ements"
and John 7:16). Jesus said, "My to climb the personality ladder of
re1thc:1 i:-. g1caLc:1 Llian · I", John
our time. If the spiritual force of
14:28. There is clearlv a creation and existence lives in all of
distinction. Those 4 verses we ' us as the soul (by Christian belief),
mentioned when rightly divided then the word and force of God
( Ii Tim 2: 15) do not indicate that will transcend through generations
"Jesus is God." Jesus Christ not without the aid of "Paid
beingGoddoesnotdeg radehimat Advertisements" which ultimately
all. It simply elevates God, the equate "JESUS OUR LORD" to
Father of Jesus Christ to his the likes of underarm deodorants,
unique, unparalleled position. He tampons and jock itch remedies.
alone is God. The fact that
Constantine Engalichev
institutionalized "Christianity"
claims Jesus Christ to be 100%
man and IOO% God at the same
time is a disgrace to God, His
Word and pure logic. God would
not say something like that. God is
not a man that He should lie,
Numbers 23:19. Such brash
statements by professed Christians To the Editor:
In response to all that has
such as "Jesus is God" and "Jesus
is Lord of UNH" serve only to happened concerning Jesus.
disgrace the true God and give him ~nowing. that all you "Jesusa bad name. He's really a pretty freaks" will be in heaven, hell
doesn't look too bad after all. S~~
cool dude. We know him.
Bill Zeman ya ,down there!
Jim Tautkus
. John Argiropolis
The Wav of UNH

•

•

This \'Vccltcttt, MVS O prcsc ttts ....
Thursd ay,Nov ember 1st Friday, Novem ber 2nd
Strafford Room
In the MVBShows at 7 & 9:30
Students: $1.00
Public : $2.00

INVA.SION
OF THE
BODY SNAT·C HERS

also
Now Sound -/ ]
Express
in the MUB PUB

Alfred Hitchc ock
Nite in the Pub!
"Shadow of a Doubt"
and
"Mar'nie"
Students: $1.00
Public : $2.00
VNH ID/ Proof of
age required
Doors open at 8 p.m.
Only have to be
18 . to be admitted!! !!
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Editorial
The ~ora nge army '
The Department of Public Safety is after
you. That is if you have outstanding parking
tickets. Don't worry if it's only three but four
or more and you could find your car missing.
The ·department has enlisted the aid of a
computer service to track down negligent
offenders. If you have four or more tickets the
department will stick an offensive, (and highly
visible) sticker on the driver's window to mark
your car for removal from University property.
Credit must be given to Public Safety for the

fairness of the program to people who might
choose to not pay the tickets. The sticker is a
warning that your car is no longer authorized
to park on University property and if found
here it will be towed.
However, you must also ask if the
department's effort to make parking a pleasant
experience for all those willing to follow the
rules (all 6500 of you with a parking permit for
2200 spaces) is being conducted at the expense
of legitimate ··public safety. "That is, providing
sufficient night patrols on foot by properly
trained officers to stop problems like rape and
assault as well as vandalism and other such
problems.

Posters
To the Editor:
I'd like to know why more
posters and acts of conscience
aren't happening, considering the
daily violence against women and
the rest of the planet.
15,000 people die of starvation
every day Mike, why are you so
concerned whether a poster is put
up with tacks or glue?
I'll bet you're voting for Reagan,
a nice TV commercial; our last
president?
Phil Leven

•
To the Editor:
Perhaps the STOP RAPE
posters scar this campus, _but
surely they do not scar as horribly
as rape and the potential threat of
rape scar all women. FBI statistics
estimate that one out of every three
women is raped. One out of every
three.
Michael Hatem, I do not think
you understand the reality of rape.
You assume that "any UN H
student would do his / her best to
help stop a rape." What about
those UN H students who rape?
11.5% of all convicted rapists are
students. Even frat boys such as
· yourself rape.
You say STOP RAPE is
"hardly an enlightening message ."
If that's the case, then why is a
women raped every three minutes?
You say the posters show a
woman's twisted face "as if in
pain." How can you insinuat~ that
rape isn't a painful experience!
Over 85 % of all rapes involve some

Since parking is basically an unsolvable
problem at the present time and will be until
major efforts are made to add huge numbers of
parking spaces the time, effort and money
spent on the ·army' of orange coated people
patrolling the campus might be more wisely
~pent during the night time hours when the
public's safety is most threatened.
The only problem with abandoning the
parking patrols is the amount of ·revenue
cnhunccmcnt' thut will be lo~t

if pa1 king wt:1e

given up as the primary concern of the ·orange
army'.
In one year these people issued $126,399.65
in fines to cars illegally parked. The total
income from automobiles on campus was
$233,783. IO.
Given the fiscal situation of the University it
would be difficult to let even the smallest part
of this revenue slip through fingers of the eager
fine collectors. The problem with the entire
scenario is that it is basically unfair to the
majority of people who park or live in this
community, students. _
Students, faculty and staff all pay the same
rate but only faculty and staff get access to all

sort of physical violence, - from · empties on Sunday mornings?
roughness, to battery, to death.
Any woman who has ever been
You say the posters should be
leered at, cat-called to at the T &C
removed from campus and that the
wall, or been sniggered at
University should not turn its back
lecherously at a party knows that
on rape. Women are angry, angry
electric fear of being made less
enough to plaster the campus to
than a person in a man's eyes . Our
express this anger. In order to deal
culture is sick that way. Much of
with the reality of rape, the
our economy is based on selling us
University must acknowledge the
everything from socks to
anger of women, not hide it by
toothpaste with nearly nude,
hav:ng the posters removed.
hormone-driven women and men
FBI statistics estimate that one
chasing along after them. But my
in every three women is raped.
point is that most women would
Women fight back!
·admit to having a pretty good
Linda Reeves
notion of what being the object of
some man's hatred, frustration, or
anger feels like. Rape is an issue of
violation, expressed in a
pathological sexual act. I hope we
are here on this planet, and this
campus, for an education in
To the Editor:
becoming caring humans, not in a
Dear Mr. Hatem: I was not foolish argument about whether
particularly impressed with your paste or tape or staple is the moral
disorganized thoughts on the choice of expression. We all suffer
STOP RAPE posters being pasted when one person becomes a victim
up on campus, neither was I of rape. Paste will wash ·off in the
outraged because I've heard so morning, but women are scarred
many reactions similar to yours forever by rape. And, the fact of
over the years . I guess it's through the matter is, that one of every
a feeling of wariness that I three women will be raped in her
respond, knowing full well that lifetime. People should be made
what is needed is less criticism and aware that rape is prevalent and
more understanding between the unacceptable , and that fact should
sexes and among persons.
be repeated loud, clearly, and
Just because your reaction was often.
confusion to the posters doesn't
Barbara Cormier
mean that evervone's reaction was
confusion. Who made yo·u God?
And they weren't put up by the
Women's Center, though, for all I
know some women associated with
the organization may have put one
up. What's the point? You put up
frat posters with tape on four To the Editor:
corners and to get that down chips
The October 23rd issue of The
off pieces of paint , at least the paste
New Hampshire miscaptioned a
dissolves and leaves the paint photo in the "Pacifist Recounts
unscratched . Additionally, what's Past Protest" article by stating that
your real complaint under the it took place in the MU B. The next
disguise of this passionate concern i~--sue (IO / 26 / 84) stated that it took
for UN H door frames? Can we place in Richardson House. This
expect this sudden fervor to extend "correction" portrays Richardson
to campus-wide S\Yeep ups for House as an average dormitory

•

Correcte d

available parking. There is only preferential
parking for faculty and staff. Students must
walk in from A lot (which is somewhere near
Lee) if they arrive after 8: IO in the morning
while faculty and staff have parking reserved in
all the major areas on campus.
Thus, tl;e majority of buyers of permits arc
students. The majority of persons with cars arc
students and the majority of people getting
tickets are students. This is highly convenient
especially when you consider that the major
threat held over people heads is not getting a
diploma at graduation time unless all
outstanding parking tickets are paid. Docs this
sound like a threat likely to get much response
from faculty or staff?
At least the new computer will not
differentiate, hopefully. But even if it does the
result won't make much of a difference because
faculty and staff probably get about½ of I'ii of
the tickets issued each year.
The only equitable solution is to open
parking to everyone with one permit which
simply states UN H Parking Permit and allow
parking on a first come first serve with one rate
· for one service.

like Stanton, Hubbard, or
Congreve.
The fact is that Richardson
House is part of the Special
Interest Housing (SIH) team. SIH
is based on individual houses
containing "themes." The theme of
Richardson House is "Political
Interest." This fact did not emerge
from either the original article or
the subsequent correction.
SI H functions to make for a
better, more educated community
within the dorm, University, and
world contexts. To do this, we
must be recognized for what we
are. Lack of recognition inhibits
our growth, stunts our spirit, and
dilutes the diversity of our

University.
If SIH can be more appreciated
through more media exposure,
than we all can benefit from its
services. This will make for a better
Universitv in which dorms will be
recognize·d for what they are-a
place to live, a place to learn, a
place to grow.
Andrew P. Horton
President
Richardson House
Political Interest Dorm
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University Forum
A resp onse to Mich ael Hate m By The Women's Center
We, the UNH Women's Center collective are
amazed and outraged at Michael Hatem's article of
l0-26-84. In this Forum piece, Hatem blindly
accused the Women's Center of putting up
numerous STOP RAPE posters on campus. Th~
UNH Women's Center did not post these notices,
and we wish to formally acknowledge the fact that
Hatem 's essay is based on nothing more than
comtemptuous assumptions which approach
slander.
It said, at the end of Hatem's article, in a nearly
microscopic disclaimer, that the Women's Center
denies having anything to do with the STOP RAPE
posters on campus. ••Deny" is not the correct word
to use·. ··Deny" implies guilt. It means that we did it,
but refuse to admit it.
We consider it irresponsible journalism, on the
part of Hatem, for writing the piece, and on the part
of The New Hampshire, for printing the totally
unsupported raving accusations.
That we did not post these flyers is not to say that
we do not agree with their message. We feel that
they bring the reality of rape to people's attention.
We realize that it is, in fact, this reality which shocks
and angers n:iost people, and not actually the

manner in which they are posted.
Tape, glue, thumbtacks ..... what is the difference
when the REAL issue is rape? While disrespect for
other people's property is_not nice, rape is a violent
crime which can leave permanent physically and
emotionally crippling scars. The paper is
biodegradable, the paste will wash off. The scars of
rape are forever.
We, the UNH Women's Center object to Hatem's
unjust criticisms that the responsible group was
irresponsible, too radical, antagonistic,
disrespectful of property and ignorant of the
problem of rape. What gives Hatem the right to
judge? What is he doing about the: serious problem
of rape? Has he ever done ANYTHING about it?
Hatem's over-criticisms of the anonymous
responsible group reflects a definite fear of women's
resistence to violence against women, to women's
self-empowerm ent. Beneath a thin veneer of
concern about the 'problem' of rape, Hatem
exposes a totally unsupportive, uneducated,
misogynistic, threatening tone. He warns the
women's center to watch itself: to be concerned
about our "image".... to not overstep our bounds.
The real issue is revealed: Hatem is mainly angered

at women's power to fight male violence.
Hatem wrote: "I assume that any UNH student
would do his/ her best to help stop a rape if they saw
one, regardless if they saw the flyer or not." We say:
why would a UN H student be different from all
other people? For example, what about the gang
rape, which occured at Dartmouth several years
ago. Three fraternities raped a woman, employing
such devices as a light bulb and a fire extinguisher.
How do we know that UNH studfnts will do their
best to help stop a rape in progress?
We do not feel, as Hatem insists, that the STOP
RAPE posters will make men want to rape women.
Whoever posted these flyers probably intended
them to be a message about the reality of rape,
directed to both men and women. As individuals of
the Center's collective, the majority o'f us fell that
these posters were effective in conveying such a
message. We feel that Hatem's article is only worth
writing about because his uneducated attitude
towards violence against women is typically hostile.
This is exactly why the campus needs those posters.
The Women'.\· Center is outraKed by assu111p1ivns and
i1110/erance

l01age ry Over Substa nce

Repub licans On Parad e

By'Bill S,nith

By Dan Landrig an

This election year has been perhaps
the most extraordinary in decades.
This may be the first time in the history
of our nation that a presidential
candidate has been able to convince
the American people to vote for him
even though they don't agree with
what he stands for. Imagery has
become more important than
substance.
Now I'm sure that a few people will
read this and complain that I am just
taking another cheap shot at the
President. They will say that everyone
knows where Reagan stands and they
love him for it.
This is partially true. Everyone does
know where he stands, we have had
four years to see that. Not everyone,
however, agrees with him. As a matter
of fact, most people disagree with him
on most important issues.
. According to a recent poll, nearly
70% of all Americans say that Walter
Mondale comes a lot closer to their
way of thinking and that they agree
with Mondale on the major issues.
According to the poll, most Americans
strongly agree that we must strive for a
nuclear freeze. They also agree with
Mondale on his environmental, civil
rights, and even social policies. Most
Americans also agree with Mondale
that we must not tell other countries
how to live and then try to overthrow
them when _they disobey.
So then if most Americans agree
with Mondale over Reagan why won't
they vote for him? The answer is
imagyry.
Walter Mondale is not a terribly
exciting person. He could make the
color beige seem thrilling. Instead of
· being flashy, he's a workhorse. He
quietly sets down his position as on the
issues and then works hard to get them
ta ken ca re of. This is how he worked

when he was one of the forefathers of
civil rights legislation in the late sixties
and early seventies.
Ronald Reagan, however, is just the
opposite. He knows how .to use the
media, and he loses few opportunites
to do so. A typical example of this is
evident in his foreign policy dealings of
last year. In October of 1983 Reagan
was under fire because of the marines
in Beirut and their lack of a clear cut
mission. When over two hundred
marines were killed by a· terrorist
bomber the heat was on. Just a couple
of days later, however, the United
States invaded Grenada and again the
U.S. was a power to be reckoned with.
It didn't matter that Grenada was a
tiny little island that could have been
taken if the U.S. troops had been led
by Moe, Larry, and Curly. Grenada
was a great military victory and Beirut,
for a while anyway, was gone and
forgotten.
This is typical Reagan. If, the going
gets tough, the tough Gipper makes a
joke. Everybody laughs it off and talks
about what a regular guy Ronnie is.
In the end, Reagan will probably
win. He will continue to treat this
campaign like a national pep rally.
While Mondale will continue to be a
walking sleepin~ aid.
Americans will vote for Ronald
Reagan next week because they feel
good about America. It doesn't matter
if they think that Reagan's policies are
bad: they feel good. Unfortunately,
though, making people feel good
doesn't solve problems. It doesn't end
hunger or stop war. Hard work does
these things. Cheerleaders don't win
the big games. It's the hardworking,
gutsy player who scores the point~. He
doesn't have to be flashy, he just has to
work hard and do his job right.
!Ml
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The auditorium at Manchester's
Central High School Saturday night
was packed and people stood cheering
a band on the stage.
It could have been a rock concert. It
could have been a pep rally, but a large
portion of the crowd looked like they
were rest home material, but the
football hero who received top billing
retired over IO years ago.
The casual observer could have been
fooled by these possibilities, but closer
inspection revealed the Republican·'s
Freedom Rally. It featured Rep. Jack
Kemp ( Republican former quarterback for the Buffalo Bills).
... To inspire the appropriate mood for
a Republican get together, the
organizers kicked off the show with a
band performing a rendition of Elvis
Presley's American Trilogy that
probably had him rolling in his
mausoleum.
The music was combined with a
slide show featuring photos of marines
crammed into a shelter in Lebanon
and photos of President Ronald
Reagan and photos of hundreds of
graves in Arlington National
Cemetary and more photos of Reagan.
All the while, the crowd cheered wildy.
In case we didn't get the message of
the rally, organizers ran around the
hall handing out signs: "Mondale eats
Quiche," and "N. H. Loves Reagan".
The crowd waved them wildly,
clamouring to get in front of television
news cameras, proud to show their
support of their president.
The slide show also gave the
Republicans credit for the Boston
Celtics.
Then, like all good Republicans do
when they are in a school, the audience
bowed their heads and prayed.
They asked God to "restore the
image of America in power and glory."
It was time for Republicans to be on
parade and all the stops were pulled.
1

Out came Lane Dwinell, N.H.
Governor from eons ago. Out came
former Governor Mel Thompson, the
man who gave us the pledge, and the
ever insightful "Mel Thompson
Perspective" in the Union Leader. Out
came House Speaker John Tucker and
senate President Vesta Roy, the closest
thing in New Hampshire Government
to a minority.
Out marched more current
Republicans: Governor John Sununu,
Senator Gordon Humphrey and
congressional candidate Bob Smith
who introduced the featured guest,
Kemp.
In case you couldn't figure out why
Kemp was speaking, the audience
waved conveniently prepared "Kemp
For President in '88" signs.
The crowd went wild as Kemp, the
Michael Jackson of the supply side
crowd, bounced back and forth on
stage. ··1 can't think of a better way to
serve America than to reelect Ronald
Reagan and George Bush," said Kemp
proving once again that he can't think.
Kemp played to his audience. He
predicted victory for Reagan in the
upcoming election, and suggested
sending Congress to an Amway rally
for a lesson in free enterprise. He also
told an inspiring tale of an iron
worker's union leader in Buffalo who
had converted, after fourteen years, to
a Kemp supporter.
"God Bless America," he said
closing his speech.
The pro-lifers cheered. The women
for Reagan cheered. As the applause
died and most of the crowd made its
way out of the hall, one tall man
straightened his navy blue blazer and
grey slacks, drew a deep breath of the
cold misty night air and proclaimed
"When Republicans let their hair
down, they do it in a big way."
/)an l .a11t!riga11 \ n,/1111111 a;i;w111'.1 l'ach
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You Too Can Be A
"Sophisticated" Computer User.
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SPECIAL STUDENT DEMONSTRATION

SPECIAL UNIVERSITY/
·STUDENT PRICING!

OF _
ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS MICROCOMPUTERS

List
. Price

Model

*
*
*
*

ZF-151-21
(Single-drive, desktop)
ZF-151-52
(Dual-drive, desktop)
ZW-151-52
(Winchester, desktop)
ZF-161-21
(Single drive, portable)
ZF-161-52
(Dual drive, portable)

DETAILS ON STUDENT 40% DISCOUNT
DRAWING FOR FREE T-SHIRTS
FREE "COMPUTER NERD" POSTERS
A CHANCE TO SEE THE HOT ZENITH
.Z -150 PC'S AND THE ZENITH Z-10O
SELECTED FOR USE BY THE U.S. AIR
FORCE AND NAVY. ~

-

University
Price

$2,199

$1,320

$2,799

$1,680

$4,499

$2,700

$2,399

$1,440

$2,999

$1,799

Student Can See and Order Systems at:

DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS
323 PEARL STREET
BURLINGTON, VT
802/863- 7951

MEMORIZE THESE DETAILS:
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 1st
MEMORIAL UNION BLDG.
·CARROLL - BELKNAP ROOM
9:00 A.M. TO 4:00 P.M.

OR
SMALL SYSTEMS RESOURCE CENTER
603/862-2249

>•1rN

-

-

data ·
systems
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Arts & Features
A mystical midsum mer night's comedy
By Jim Hebert
The lights went down on the
stage, illuminating only a
glimmering staircase in the
middle. Center stage, a woman
dressed in Grecian robes
appeared, climbed the
staircase. and stared intently at
the audience. Haunting music
emanated from the background and the mystical spell
of Shakespeare's "A Midsummer Night's Dream" was cast.

stitches at several points,
particularly when he knocked
out the Athenian maiden
Helena in mid-sentence with a
single puff of breath.
However, Simotes had stiff
competition for the audience's

laughter in John Talbot, who
played Bottom, the simple-.
minded but grandly egotistical
weaver. Talbot's performance
in the final act, in which
Bottom and his fellow
townsmen present a hilariously

silly play to the Duke, was
masterful. It was bedlam in the
theater as Talbot went through
a prolonged and excruciatingly
overdramatic comic death
scene in which he "died" five or
six times.

This -was the atmosphere at
t~e Johnson Theater Friday
night, as the theatrical group
Shakespe:1re

and

Julie Nelson was very
impressive as the exasperated
Helena, who is convinced that
she is the butt of a cruel joke
played on her by the other three
lovers. Equally outstanding
was Kevin Coleman as Oberon,
King of the Fairies, who,
?espite his title, had a dark,
imposing persona more
resembling that of Darth Vader
than of any fairy.

Company

brought their production of the
classic romantic comedy to
UNH.
"A Midsummer Night's
. Dream"isa story of love and its
folly. A young Athenian
maiden is in love with a young
nobleman, who is in turn in
love with another maiden.
However, she is in love with yet
ano_ther nobleman, and they
decide, against her father's
wishes, to elope.
However, the other two find
out about the couple's plans
and intrude on their
rendezvous in the forest outside
Athens. Love potion and forest
fairies confuse the relationships
even further. In the end,
though , everything turns out all
right and everyone is happy.
Shakespeare and Company
presented a somewhat liberal
interpretation of the play.
Some lines were modernized,
and one minor character, the
fairy M oih, was left out
completely.
In addition, the _set design
was rather modernistic and
abstract. Its most eye-catching
feature was a grand stru'c ture of
intertwining ladders made up
of glittering aluminum tubing.
It was contrasted with an
impressionistic background of
tattered fabric which changed
hues to signify the setting.
Although this scenery
produced some eerie images, it
fully emphasized the dreamlike mood of the play.
While virtually all of the
acting was superb, Tony
Simotes as Puck, the
mischievous fairy, threatened
to steal - the show with his
hilarious antics. Simotes
blended an animated reading of
Shakespeare's lines with comic
gestures, and made jet-like
sound effects as he darted
about (and sometimes off) the
stage. He had the audience in

About the only time th~
audience was quiet was during
another part of the mock play
scene, in which Jonathan Croy
as Starveling the tailor was
supposed to be playing the part
of the Moon. Rebuffed by the
Duke for not executing this
properly, Starveling was driven
to near tears. The audience, not
seeming to know whether to
laugh or cry, fell into an
uncomfortable silence for a
moment, until the mood was
broken by another comic gag.

The play's final scene was
memorable, with the entire cast
standing atop the shimmering
staircases and singing a
haunting verse amid clouds of
fairydust.

Members of Shakespeare and Company performed "A M-idsummer Night's Dream" last Friday
night as part of the UNH Celebrity Series.

When Puck, at the end of the
scene, doused the lights with a
wave of his hand, the theater
resounded with laughter and
applause. It may be true, as
Puck says in the play, " ... what
fools these mortals be," but at
least they know a good show
when they see one.

The Fools _dance around/o r Hallowee n
By Jim Millard
If there's a good time
partyband chances are it is
called Th.e Fools.
The Fools played at The
Franklin Ballroom to a sellout
crowd last Saturday night at
The WERZ Franklin Ballroom
Halloween bash.
The band, as they always do
at the Franklin, kept the crowd
dancing with great music and a
creative, energetic show.
They played two 45 minute
sets. The first started at 11: 15
and the second an hour later.
The late start seemed to get
some of the members of the
audience upset and they
screamed "We want the band"
for about ten minutes and then
gave up exhausted.
The addition of a warm up
band to the night's entertainment bill would have helped as
the $5.00 cover charge was a bit
steep.
Lead singer Mike Girard was

in rare form. He made his
entrance carrying a bottle of
champagne. After announcing
that he had won the
Massa.ch usetts - -M-ega Bue ks
lottery he pulled the cork from
the champagne and passed it to
the eagerly waiting dancers in
front of th~ stage.
The band then began the
show with a rowdy - "Spent"
which brought the crowd
dancing into the aisles. They
also played some of their
stand-ara conce-rtfare such as
"Secret Agent Man" and
"Someone to Love".
Throughout the night Girard
danced wildly, vaulting about
on his microphone stand,
adding to their already high
spirited show.
Drummer Leo Black, a wellbalanced cymbal introduction
on "Night for Beautiful Girls"
that showed how well
rehearsed the band members
were.

The only problem the group
had was early in the show
where Girard's voice seemed to
fade on certain songs in the
choruses.
After a costume contest, The
Fools returned to play IO more
songs including their latest hit,
"Life Sucks And Then You
Die". This song drew the
loudest and longest applause of
the even_ing and was e!}s'ily the

highlight of the show.
The costumes which won
prizes were ah uge pair of blood
shot eyes, a U.S. mailbox and a
pregnant bride.
Others on display included a
bottle of Kahlua, several Cindi
Laupers and one man dressed
as a flasher who displayed the
exagerated upper half of a
woman and an equally large
lower half of a man.
/

Boston Neighbor hoods cruise
By Liam O'Malley
Boston based trio The
Neighborhoods tore th1·ough
two sets of fast, original
pop / punk Saturday night at
the MU H Puh. With their new
record gaming cnt1ca1 acclaim
and their enthusiastic live
shows, the band may finally be

on the way to national
recognition.
The Neighborhoods play a
style of rock taken from the
school of the Jam and
Generation X. However, they
are not derivative. Singer/ guitarist David Minnehan's songs
twist and swirl with a number

of original changes in chord
patterns and structures. One
such song, '"Cultured Pearls",
goes through many changes
before climaxing on the
repeated line "It's obvious your
intelligence has been insulted
far too long."

BAND, page 20

The Neighborhoods played in the MUB Pub last Halloween
weekend. (Jeff Schiedler photo)
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De Luca entertains with comedy and hypnotism
UN H student Heidi Kaiter to taken in stride, not as a joke
warm body next to them. A few •·putting it out of whack." He
but as humor."
Tom Deluca received a luke shivered and huddled together said he doesn't feel as though said of the show, ··1 didn't find
he's taking advantage of i.L .Qffensive_ I respect ·them. I
warm reaction to his comedy like wet dogs.
people, he would have
Then the real fun stuff began.
Joe Roberge said, ··1 thought
routine Sunday night. This was
personally done anything he d i d n 't t h i n k .t h e y h u rt
it was sensitive to the subject's
followed with applaust:; and It was like watching someone
feelings. r think it's good
laughter, however, when he slipping on a banana peel or asked them to do and wouldn't themselves. The context may
have been really embarassed. - _nqt be agreed with but it should
humor."
hypnotized 14 students and had falling on the ice when Deluca
them performing his com- · convinced people that their
mands. Ads for DeLuca's free- flies were down or that their bra
of-charge show in the Field straps had broken. Then he
House read "'He's a comedian! told the subjects that they
would feel as though their butts
He's a hypnotist!"
The first part of his show was were missing, and they dived
a comedic slide presentation for their butts and •·put them
with pictures of interesting back on."
The best part was when
places like "The Pink Pussy Cat
Boutique", an adult emporium Deluca convinced them that
that sports signs in its window everyone in the audience was
saying "'June is Latex Lust naked. Some gents in the back
Month." He also had three obliged one particularly
volunteers help him with some imaginative female subject by
standing spread eagled on their
spoofed mind reading tricks.
F-0r the hypnosis part of the chairs. Then Deluca con_.
show, Deluca asked for 14 vinced them that they were the
student volunteers. Deluca ones who were naked. They
has his Masters m General luu1'.cll ~u fu1111y liilliug l,d1iull
Psychology from Sangamon their chairs and trying to cover
College in Springfield, Illinois, their bodies with their hands.
In other parts it was like
and formerly hypnotized
people to combat weight and watching Elmer Fudd or Baba
Wawa; students were told that
smoking problems.
As he spoke to the subjects they wouldn't be able to
softly and quickly, snapping his pronounce their names or
fingers, sorrie were unaffected. would give incorrect names
Deluca told them to move instead of their own. When
offstage quietly. One female asked their names, students
students said, ·•This isn't responded, ••K-K-K, Lauwa."
Comedian Tom De Luca hypnotized students last Sunday night at the Field House. (Babette Le
working," aloud, and Deluca One young man said, Marre photo)
scolded her for disturbing the alterna_tely, .. Sue, Carol,
people next to her. As the few Karen, and Linda."
But for the grand finale,
who were unaffected left,
Deluca called for more Deluca had a group of th~
volunteers and filled two rows subjects absolutely certain that
they were talented Las ·Vegas
of seats with them.
The subjects were first asked Showdancers when he said the
By Maureen O'Neil
showing her indifference
Eliot\ works had been read
to do simple things such as word, ·"Chicago." The last
through
gestures.
In
the
world
of
theatre
one
of
during
the pla).
stretch out their legs and subject, Ed, a crowd favorite, the hardest
When Worth\ monologue
genres is the quart
The focus on linking this
got
a
rousing
wave
ofapplause.
imagine they were floating on a
d'heure, or monodrama. becomes mofr emotional with woman's years is the men in her
blue sea under a blue sky. They He' looked great gyrating to
Perhaps an even harder role her hate, Durak begins to life. Her hrother won't talk to
··Beat
It."
all
by
himself.
were told that the temperature
would
be to play a second laugh. her because she is not married
•·1 think Ed had a good time.
was rising, degree by degree to
character
in such a drama and
. It is at the point where Worth yet and refuses to go to church .
the upper 120s. A handful of The audience really like him.
not have any lines.
declares she is the stronger Then, when her father dies, she
the subjects were ·blatantly He was positive." said Deluca.
Neither of these difficulties woman for holding onto her moves to Switzerland.
Deluca has been doing his
affected by DeLuca's
came through in the parts of husband that the fierceness in Eventually she finds a man she
suggestions. They rolled up show for five years, 6 nights a
Mrs. X and Miss Y, in the Durak begins to show. Worth 1oves named George Lews. He
their sleeves, loosened their week, in every state of the
Durham Stage Company play challenges her) saying is married but does not love his
union.
neckties, wiped their brows,
The Stronger. Alex Worth and ••everything (she) touched wife so he and Eliot decide to
••1 feel morally clear," said
kicked off their shoes. They
· Pamela Durak executed their became worthless and sterile. live together. He is instrumenDeluca
about
his
work.
He
were then told that the
roles in this one-act play with There is no strength in silence." tal in getting her to write
temperature was dropping. says he has no problem taking intense
drama.
· Durak seems to realize this is novels.
someone's
self
image
and
They were told to turn to the
The Stronger, written by true and her anger becomes
Then, tragedy hits when
Swedish playwright August apparent as her eyes grow stony Lews dies. However, Eliot gets
Strindberg, was performed this and her body tense. Worth a marriage proposal soon after,
weekend at the Mill Pond knows she has won and her which she accepts. The quick
Center in Durham as part of a triumph is told by her lighter transition or emotion.. is a little
new one-act workshop series. tone. She dismisses Durak as awkward, but effectively shows
Edward Langlois directed this casually as she first greeted her. the strength of Eliot's
play and A Permanent Nest The intense emotions between character.
For George E/io1, written by the women were expressed and
Ms. Langlois is very funny in
Portsmouth playwright Lee their shallow relationship
how she is telling her story up
Bollinger.
resumed.
to this point. She makes run or
With the top floor of an old
The costumes and props
conventional marriages where
barn as a stage, the setting is-an added to the intense action,
all the women do is keep house.
Oriental carpet with two chairs accurately depicting the play\
Also, she mentions "the slavery
and two tables. There are no 1800\ setting. The characters
of being a girl" when she docs
scene changes. The audience is used these to their advantage:
her sarcastic immitations or
in a semi-circle around the especially Durak who had no
high society women.
stage making for a cozy lines to rely on.
It is especially enjoya blc
monodrama.
The second play, A
when this unconventionality is
Worth and Durak tell the Permanent Nest For George
applied to her relationship with
story of two women who Eliot. is Bollinger's seventh
· George Lews. She decides she
become friends, then enemies biographical play. It is based
doesn't care what society thinks
as they have a final argument in on the life or the British writer
and will live with him anyway.
a coffee shop. The twist is that George Eliot ( 1819-1880) with
The character effectively
Worth is the only one with Deborah Langlois playing the
comes across as a woman who
lines.
writer.
is a little unsure of herself and
She begins by being friendly
The role is a challenging one
her looks but has a strong sense
to Durak, then, through her as Eliot is the only character in
of independence and spunk.
monologue, she realizes Durak the play. Another difficulty is
One flaw is that Ms. Langlois
was originally in love with her the broad time span the piece
did not have much eye contact
husband. Her transition from covers. Ms. Langlois must
with the audience as is needed
giddy chattiness to intense make the transition from the
in such an intimate play. But, in
animosity is smooth and different periods of her life with
a way it effectively added to the
believable.
almost no help.
shy character.
Durak helps this dramatic
Mr. Langlois and Bollinger
change with her expressions, worked together on editing the
At the end there was a
mainly her eyes. She appears piece to produce a concise text
guestion and answer period
nonchalant, her eyes arc cool that hits on almost every aspect
with Bollinger and the
Lead singer Mike Girard of The Fools performed· in the
and she casually smokes. She of Eliot's life. It might have
audience. Director Langlois
Franklin Ballroom last Saturday night. (Jim Millard photo)
refuses to talk to Worth, been nice, however, if some of
also participated.

By Consuelo Congreve

Mill Pond stages monodram as
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SCOPE presents a night out with ...

UNH Field House
8 p.m.
Sat, Nov. 3, 1984

-¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥ ¥
TICKETS · iC

t~

:

STILL
~. AVAILABLE :

Cool .Aid
-

.

$10 students
$13 general· and
at the door

"Someone to talk to"

~ Mub Ticket Office~ ·

~¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥~

*. 4 Ti.ckets
per student I.D .
reserve seating

·11HAR RIS

·

GRAPHICS

We are the leader in our industry, _and we've
· got the challenging jobs that you're looking for
• Design Engineers
• Software Engineers
-• Manufacturing -Engineers

• Gust. Financing Specialists
, • Technical Sales Rep
• Staff Accountants

Well be conducting on-campus interviews on Wed.,Oct.31,1984. Stop by our
· Career Information M.eeting to find out about ou(exciting career opportunities!
CAREER INFORMATION MEETING Tuesday, October 30, 1984 at 7 p~
Faculty Center
HARRIS GRAPHICS CORPORATION/BINDERY SYSTEMS DIVISION
We Are An Equal Opportunity Employer
"--.
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COMICS

--BAND,- <continued from page 17)

GARFIELD

By JIM DAVIS

-

DOONESBURY

By GARRY TRUDEAU
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All of t.h e songs played
- Saturday were characterized by
The Neighborhoods' high
standards of quality. Melody ·
and vocal harmonies soothed
the rush of the fast punk
Thrash. Each musician played
his instrument as a part of the
whole," not as a focal point
drowning out the others. The~e
were no needless excesses . like
drum solos or overdone light
shows.
Mike Quaglia drums and
also sings great backup.·
harmonies. He sits tall behind
his Keith Moon inf-luenced
drum kit and keeps the rhythm pounding with seemingly .
effortless abandon.
Bassist Lee Harrington
joined the band during a lull
period ahout two years ago,
and now fits in perfectly. His
solid bass parts and vocal
harmonies complete the trio's
full sound.
The band seems cl)arged
wit h a new e rre r g y a n d
enthusiasm, characterized by
Minnehan's . and Harrington's
dancing around the stage.
Longtime local favorites, the
band is hoping their new record
will gain them better
distribution and a possible
record contract. Thus, their
show was filled with the vigor
of a band tbat knows success is
within reach.
The Neighborhoods' rocked
- with passion all night. Dancers
hit the floor immediately after
the band introduced the
opening number, "Twist and
Shout". The band played .both
old fa vorites and new songs
from their EP Fire Is Coming.
"Innocence Lost", "No Place
Like Home"and "Mr. Reeves",
all 6f which ha ve been in their
set for at least four years, were
interspersed with new songs
like "Heatwave", "Shake" and
"Fire Is Coming".
The band seemed to enjoy
playing throughout the night
and seemed particularly
amused when the house lights
were prematurely turned on
before their last number, a tear
up of the folk classic "If I Had a
Hammer".
With such a strong repertoire
and shows as exciting as
Saturday's , the Neighborhoods
seem destined for greater
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-* *Sh owd own '84*1t ith record numbers of students registering to vote
across the.country, students will have an unprecedented
. opportunity to shape our nation's course on such issues
as arms control, foreign policy, the economy, and others on
November 6th, Election Day. As a service to student voters, the National Student Campaign for Voter Registration offers this guide to the positions
of the Democratic and-Republican candidates for President,
Walter Mondale and Ronald Reagan.

W

ARMS CONTROL

~

Nuclear freeze.
''Star Wars''
program.
MXmissile.
Bl bomber.
Increase in defense spending.

YES
NO
NO
NO
3-4%

CIVIL RIGHTS
R A!
NO
YES
YES
YES
7.5%

CENTRAL AMERICA
U.S. Aid
to Nicaraguan .
rebels.
U.S. Aid to
El Salvador.
''Contadora
process" for
negotiated
settlement.
U.S. military
in Central
America.
Mining of
Nicaraguan
harbors.

NO
Tie to human
rights.
· YES

Affirmative

REAGAN
YES
YES
Wavering.

Remove all
foreign forces.

YES in
Honduras.

NO

YES

MONDALE

Balanced
Budget
Amendment.
Jobs for youth.

action.
Voting Rights
Act of 1981.
Busing to integrate schools.

YES

NO

YES

NO

NO

YES

Calls for
''verifiable
measurements."
Supported.

Opposes
quotas.

YES

Signed after
initial
opposition~
NO

THE ENVIRONME NT

THE ECONOMY
How to cut
federal deficits.

Equal Rights
Amendment.
Equal pay for
work of comparable worth.
Constitutional
amendment to
prohibit abortion.

Tax reform,
cut military
spending
increases
NO

Strong
economic
recovery for
increased
revenue, cut
spending.
YES

Targetted
training
programs.

Supports
subminimum
wage.

E
Pollution con. trols to reduce
acid rain.
Increase funding for hazardous waste Superfund.
Compensate
toxic exposure
victims.
Tux hazardous
waste generators.

REAGAN

YES

NO

YES

No position.

YES

No position.

YES

No position.

HIGHER EDUCATION
MONDALE
Federal student loans,
grants, other aid.
Abolish
Department of
Education.

Will
strengthen.

Cut in 1981.

NO

YES

Sources: Congressional Quarterly, 1984 Democratic National Platform, 1984
Republican National Platform, The Washington Post.
.National Student Campaign for Voter Registration
3 7 Temple Place, Boston, MA 02111 (61 7) 357-9016
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--CORPS--

"f OR A SWEET
HALLOWEEN TREAT
GlVE A ....."

<continued from page 2)

PACJflflS
GIFT CERTIFICATE
FOR $--1.,_QQ__

Oc

50¢

25¢

25¢

25¢

25¢

EAGLE REAL TY

Mgr - - -

Date~

..

BRAND NEW SOLAR ORIENTATED SALTBOX

10¢ 10¢ 10¢ 10¢ 10¢ 10¢ 10¢ 5¢ 5¢ 5¢ 5¢ 5¢ 5¢

situated on two admirable acres .
Three spacious bedrooms, one-car
built-in garage, full basement, oak
cabinets , Kenmore dishwasher, slate
hearth, smoke detectors, christian doors,
heavily insulated, high capacity
drilled well and much more!! $73,900.00
FULL SERVICE AGENCY

'

A vailable in 5.00 and 3.00 amounh .
Open Mond a y - 1-riday I 1:00 J\. M. - I 1:00 P . M.
Saturda) and Sund a y 1\ 0 011 - 11 :00 P . M.

603 - 742-0669

one position and the Peace
Corps has five applicants for
every job available.
Garland encouraged anyone
interested to stop by the
info rmational meeting Nov. 6
at 7:00 p.m. in the Carroll
Room of th e Memorial Union
Building. A film will be shown
and di scussed Nov. 7, a11
informa tion booth will be open
from 9:00-5 :00 in the MU Band
Career P lanning and Placement will be holding
interviews.

--BAHA'I-<continued from page 3)

Pokorney a ls o discussed the
in effectivenes s of th e prese nt
po lit ical process. He said that
th e peopl e 'in power a re to o
co ncerned with how to sta y in
office, and are not in teres ted in
vita l world issues .
T he Baha'i, o n t he o t he r
ha nd, make decisions based on
what is best for the wor ld. Also,
their political process involves
representatives th at are not
nominated and who do not
campa ign. They are chosen by
simple balloting, according to
their wisdom, integr ity, faith ,
and their overall qualities as a
person .
In closing, Pokorney reemphas i1ed the importance of
a world wide peace movement
at the "grassroo ts" level.
Witho ut t his t he re will never be
peace, because the people are
t he only ones who ca n halt the
ar m s r ace and eve n t u al
disas ter.

--IRON-(contiu_ed from page 5)

Introducing The Fastest
Way To Get Cash On Campus.
Indian Head 24. '
Now you can do
your banking right
on campus-any
time you want*-at
the Indian Head 24
ATM located in the
UNH Memorial
Union Building. ·

No More Waiting
For Money.
With Indian Head 24,
you can have instant access to
your money without leaving capipus.
You can also make deposits, balance
inquiries and transfer money from
one account to another.

Bank Anywhere.
Indian Head 24 is a member of
the POCKETBANK™ network so
you can use your Indian Head Card

in any POCKETBANK ATM
throughout the state-24 hours a
day, seven days a week. And if you
already have a POCKETBANK card
issued from another bank, you can
still use the Indian Head 24 ATM on
the UNH campus to make balance
inquiries and cash withdrawals.

Pass The Crash Course On Cash.
To apply for the Indian Head 24
Card, all you have to do is open
either a checking, NOW or state-ment savings account at any Indian
Head branch. It's that easy.
*Available only during Memorial Union
Building hours.

·~

INDIAN HEAD BANK
Growing easier for you.
Member FDIC.

Martin al so are attempting to
under s tand how anothe r
pro t ein--ferritin--stores and
relea ses iron . Ferritin acts as a
reservoir, storing iron, which
can be tapped when the body's
intake of iron is low.
"A person's iron intake
varies a lot from meal to meal ,"
says Chasteen. "During one
meal, you might take in a lot
more iron than you needed.
That excess would be stored in
ferritin molecules. If you later
consumed food containing an
inadequate amount of iron, the
ferritin would release the
necessary amount of iron."
Basic research on the
properties of ferritin and the
role it plays in the body is
needed to help develop more
effective treatments of ironoverload diseases.
Although no one knows
exactly how ferritin stores and
releases iron or why transferrin
picks up and deposits iron,
research in this area is growing.

LEARN
BARTEND INI

~Ai

For Free Brochure

CALL 659-3718
· Master Bartender School

84 Ma in St.
Newmarket, N. H . 03857
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CLASSIFIED

Apartmer,ts for Rent

~

...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,.
Roommate wanted - to share with three
others in a 4 bedroom house located near
downtown Dover . $160 / mo . plus
utilities. Near Kari-Van stop . Contact
Margie or Mary at 742-8976 .
Female Roommate Wanted : Davis Court
apartments : please call 868 -2966 or
come by, 66 Madbury Road .
Seeking Roommate to share sm . 2
bedroom house on lake in Lee- 1 mile
fdrom circle . Quiet area! Pref er mature,
responsible grad -student or working
person Contact Val at 659 -2268 .

_He-lp_w_a_nt_ed_-JnlJ
Work Study - Typist. earn extra hours
from 3 -12 .per week . Flexible hours.
W eekends OK . $4.00/ hou r. 868 -5669
Domino ' s

pizz a

n oo ds

y ou ,

dri ve,"

needed . Earn an average of five to seven
dollars an hour when considering your
wag es, commission , and tips . Need
drivers for 1, 2, or 3 nights a week. Apply
in person or call us at Domino 's pizza ,
Portsmouth , NH , 431- 7882 .
OVERSEAS JOBS .. Summ er, yr . ro und .
Europe, S. Am er., Au str alia, As ia. All
fi el ds . $900 -2000 mo. Sightseeing . Free
info. Wr ite IJC, PO Box 52 -NH Coron a Del
Mar, Ca 92625
$360 W eekly / Up Mailing Circulars! No
boss e s / Quotas! Since r ely int e rest ed
rush self -addressed envel ope: Division
Woodstock , IL 60098
Now op en -ROBERTSONS ' BOOKSHOP,
Used, out -of -print , and rar e books bought
and sold . (Sorry, w e can 't tak e text books .)
Out -of -pr int search servi ce . Fr ee cider
and cookies during Oct ober . 390 Centr al
Avenu e, Doiver (B ehind Dover Video)
749 -7320
HELP WANTED Part tim e and full tim e
sales person s for retail sa les of ski s and
clothing and ski maint en ance persons to
in st all bindings and tun e- up ski s. Skiers
only n eed apply at Putn am Sport s 990 Rd
Rt -1, Portsmouth .
Do you have work study7 Do you not have
w ork study ? Do you need a chang e in
jobs ? File an - applicati on for MUB
employm ent with th e Student Job Board
in room 322 (the Student Activiti es Office)
of th e MUB . Get your foot in the door
now - w e' ll refer you to future openings
in th e MUB as soon as we 're notifi ed c1f
them
Work Study - Typist . earn extra hours
from 3 - 1 2 per week. Flexible hours.
Weekends OK. $4 00 / hr . 868 -5669
Domino's pizza needs you; drivers
needed. Earn an average of five to seven
dollars an hour when consider your
wages, commission, and tips .· Need
drivers for 1,2 or 3 nights a week . Apply in
person or call us at Domino 's pizza,
Portsmouth, NH. 431- 7882 .

CAMERAS FOR SALE Contax 139 Quartz
with 50 mm ./ 1.7 lens; $175 .00; Pentax
LX System . Black body , 50 mm ./ 1.4 lens,
autowinder, FA-1 W viewfinder , camera
grip. $500 .00 or best offer . Both have full
automatic and manual control. Both in
mint condition and were hardly ever used .
Call Dave at 749-9311 evenings after
9 :00 or try 868-1254 . Leave name and
number if I'm not there , I'll call back .
FOR SALE : Racey new Honda Hawk 450$1,450 or best offer. Still under warranty.
2,500 -miles, perfect condition. Call 4316510 anytime soon!
Good Used Car 1973 Mercury Cougar,
runs well - no problems. $400, 430-9553
weeknights after 8
1 Sears 13" Color TV - $125 .00, 1 Sears
13" b/ w TV - $25
Please call 8685954 after 6 p.m .

oo:

1970 Ford Econoline - Customized for
camping ; propane stove, RV heater, fully
insulated wood interior, bed , stereo. New
60 Series (wide) radials all round , VB 302
engine - no problems . NO Rust , great
travelling vehicle!! '$1750, call 749 -2518
Car Stereo Equalizer / Booster 25W per
channel , 7 band , fader / balance, eq
defent, sub bass and more , warranty , box
included paid, $210, asking $ 160, 3
months old . Gall Jery at 868-6148 .
Racey New Honda Hawk 450 - $1,450 or
best offer . Still under warranty . 2,500
miles Perfect condition . Call 431-6510
anytime soonl
ARTISTS CANVAS - Great price! 2 yrds x
52" , 21/7 yrds. x 17", and 2 pre-cut pieces 32" x 44" and 40" x 48" All for $10.00
Call 868 -2211 . Will delive~ in Durham
area .
Racey New Honda Hawk 450 - $1 ,450 or
best offer. Still under warranty. 2,500
miles. Perfect condition . Call 431-6510
anytime soon!

[ SeNas and RIPM

I[~

PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSING
AND TYPING AT REASONABLE PRICES .
RESUMES . 8% STUDENT DISCOUNT. 9 to
5 SECRETARIAL SERVICE, STRING
BRIDGE, EXETER. 772-9585
TYPING SERVICES AVAILABLE, TERM
PAPERS , REPORTS , RESUME SERVICES,
ETC., REASONABLE RATES, CONTACT:
CORRINE BROWN, 926-5784 Afternoons
and Nights, 926-7947 Mornings.
Fiddle lessons in many styles from a
professions! player ; folk, bluegrass ,
country dance, jazz improvisation also
clawhammer mountain banjo, guitar,
wooden flute, Ryan Thomson - 659-2658
Travel Catalog Call (617) 266-1926 or
write to Council Travel, 729 Boylston St .,
suite 201, Boston, MA 02116
TYPING SERVICES AVAILABLE - TERM
PAPERS , REPORTS, RESUME SERVICES,
ETC. , REASONABLE RATES , CONTACT
CORRINE BROWN, 926-5784Afternoons
& Nights, 926 -7947 Mornings .

TO Carolyn (aka: Bucket , Buck, Honey
Buckei, Siege, Flex, Flex for Fanatasy,
Siege o'Flex , CJ) Now that it's PORTILLO
our (Chile), it means your birthday is
coming! MARK our words, you'll be 19
soon enough. We SQUAWKed and
SQUAWKed about what to get you and
finally put our TALKING HEADS together.
We SQUEEZEd our wallets for enough
money to buy cads and gifts . For a while,
we were in LIMBO, but we thought this
would CRACK you up (or what that the
BANISTER!) Say one, one-flash-one
ti me - Happy- happy , Birthday-birthday!!
doo,doo,doo,doo, etc . From Last Year 's
Gang : Lips, Drugs Buns and Bara

Bailey
Happy 20th Bday. Get bombed but don 't dick us. Love
ya, Fether and Shahili

PERSPECTIVES_:_The 3rd show Nov. 8th
in the MUB television lounge at 12 30 .
Shown again on the following Monday
Nov. 12 at 4 00. Look for it!!

ALL. The dinner was a spectacular event
and I enjoyed working with all of you.
Especially you Milty, Liz the bunny, Keely,
Kate , Sylvie , Steph , Becky, Chip ,
Frenchie, Carrol, Mike, Tom, Brian,
Lynne , and Paul. Oat's all folks, get
psyched for G.D. I1.- -Duncan

In Search of : A small area of land to keep
my VW bus (Parts car) so it won't be
vandal ized any more. Also seeking a tiny,
piece of land to set up a yert . If you have
any space availabl e for either situation ,
pl e as e rl r op a post c ard . I will
bart e r / negotiate r e nt. Childc ar e, Lt.
hous ekee ping , cooking farmwork - I' II
even do windows . R. Haggan PO Box 643
Portsmouth , NH , 436 -2605 nigh ts .
J\,1 . T .

Personals
·M .T.--And so my friend, this is the last
personal from me . The last year and a half
. have been a blast! You 're a great person,
friend, and companion . I just call you
· scum to keep you in line. I love you more
than you'll ever know .
To the Bagdad Chapter F.U. Brothers,
Morn ' in . Just a short one to say Heck
night was an overwhelming success . I'm
m ighty proud to be an F.U. sister. The
rewards I shall be reap ing I'm sure will
surpass schol arly B.S . I have learned
during my past 3 and one half years at
UNH . However , I'm still curious; what was
the toil et paper and soap for? " Have a nice
day." A house resident and new official
F.U . sister .
Tra cy, Thanks for th e super weekend . I
love you Love always , Bruce.
Apt. N-3 -I want a chocolate pudding pie!
Yum yum! I' m glad th<;Jt you all had good
weekends . I know that you 're going to
miss me wh en I'm gone for every
weekend this month .• But don 't worry, I'll
stay up here at least once in December.
Mary B. Happy Birthday!!! You're finally
20. Well , stay as cool as you are and
you 're sure to go far. Love Kathy, ps, I' ll
see you at UMass this weekend .
Cindy A -Just think , it won 't be long now
until you go south , an.ct of cours e your
birthday . You have a lot to look forward to
so keep smiling . Kathy
PERSPECTIVES-A Student Television
Journal-every other Thursday afternoon
at 12:30 in the MUB television lounge.
2nd how this Thurs . Oct 25 . WATCH IT
Brought to you by STVN.
TED, Make sure you let me know when
you take off the band-aid and we will
celebrate! But did you like it!..
ATTENTION YEARBOOK PHOTOGRAPHERS-There will be a mandatory and
informative meeting today, Tuesday at
1 :30 in the Gran ite Room in the MUB .
Please bring any work to date and
portfolio (if available) and meet the new
Photo Editor . Let's get things rolling!
That's today at 1 :30 in the yearbook room .
See you there I!
SPINA CRUSTUM - " she's a nice girl " "Quality" - JEWISH GRANDMOTHER Where the heck are my sneakers? - Can
one of you guys fix the door knob - Put the
couch in front of the door - TEXAS
CHAINSAW MASSACRE - I lost my key
- FELCH
Lisa and Stephanie - Hope you enjoyed
your surprise trip to Boston . Wasn't the
pizza great? Ha Ha, too bad Durham
doesn 't have a real college bar like
Crossroads. Thanks for coming along . I
had a great time .
CHRIS C - Where the heck is my little
brother - I haven 't seen him for a while
- A concerned BIG BROTHER. (NICE
GREEN EYES!)
LIZ, CHRIS, SARAH, JOCELYN & BUTTER
- What a fantastic party! When's the
next one? Get psyched for the rest of this
year! Love Jill
GRIZZLEY - THANKS FOR LETTING ME
VISIT - GREAT TEA - HOW DID YOU
GET THE PIG HAT? HANK SAYS HI- HE
WANTS YOUR PHONE#, GIVE ITTO HIM?
How was the HEAD OF THE CHARLES CAN I STILL GO?
PERSPECTIVES - Th e 3rd show Nov . 8th
in th e MUB tt!lev1s1on lounge at 12 :30
Shown again on the following Monday
Nov. 12 at 4 ·00 Look for it!
Michael--lf things are this great now just
imagine how it's going to get in just 2
MORE WEEKS - I KNOW YOU CAN DO IT!
(I'll hang in there) "You 've got the
sweetest eyes I've ever seen ." Love,
"Your Girl" Missy
Do you have work study? Do you not have
work study? Do you need a change in
jobs? File an application for MUB
employment with the Student Job Board
in room 322 (the Student Activities Office)
of the MUB . Get your foot in the door
now-we'll refer you to future openings
in the MUB as soon as we're notified of
them

A nd c,v 111y (1 ico n .I , ll Ii;:, I ;:, LI It: ld ~l

personal from me . Th e last ye ar and a half
have been a blast! You 're a great person ,
fri end, and companion . I just call you
scum to keep you in lin e. I love you more
than you 'll ever know .
To the Last W eekend 's North easternbound Hetzelites -- lt was a great
week end, next tim e Marianne and I will
have to be 20 (or produce som e
re asonable fascimile thereof) . Bobby is a
sweeth eart-he cert a inly " hooked the
girls " this week end . Why w as everybody
so tense Sat. night? Backscrat ches for
everyone to relieve the tension w ith our
new nails. Christine and Dorin
ACTIVIST-Political Jobs . It 's 1984-can
you afford to be a bystander? Call LCVand
put your environmental goals to work .
LCV , the politi c al arm of the
environmental movement , is looking for
energ eti c people to help lay th e ground
work for the '84 elections and beyond .
Hours 1:30 - 10:30 p.m . Monday -Friday ,
train ing and benefits, $ 160- $300 per
w eek. Call 603 -430 -8312 11 -3 p.m . for
interview . Leagu e of Cons e r v ation
Voters , 48 Congress Street , Portsmouth .

To Scott (aka Maverick, Mav, Silverstud ,

hey eric, hey eric , HEY ERIC, ERIC ERIC!
ERIC! Come here .. Justwantedtotellyou
you're a wickedexcellentkid!!
To whomever left the red rose on my
pillow (10 / 17 / 84)while I was out : thanks
very much, but I think I'd enjoy it more if I
knew who you were-Signed, Curious in
Room 115
To whoever left me the dozen roses in Apt .
H-2, thanks a lot.

To the members of A FORMAL SALUTE
TO THE SUNDAY COMICS THANK YOU

A nuclear holocaust can only be LOST!
THINK about it! Why are w e prepared for
something NO ONE WANTS?? PROTEST
being held HOSTAGE by th e con stant
threat of ANNIHILATION! Wear a blue
ribbon . Give blue ribbons and pins to your
friends . But do som ething now!
Hey Laps Hi!. . Wh ere have we been all
your lif e? The application is in the mail.

To the Sigma NU brother who st ill ha s a
dirty room - -Stop hanging around your
lawn waiting for me to walk by!
Phr Mu pledges , Tha-~s for the Thursday
raid. Those sisters are hard to g et up,
especially MO . Want a doughnut?Lambda Associates
Do you have work study? Do you not have
work study? Do you need a change in
Jobs? File an appl icat i on for MUB
employment with th e Student Job Board
in room 322 (the Student Activities Office)
of the MUB . Get your foot in the door
now-we'll refer you to fu t ure openings
in the MUB as soon as we're notified of
them.
Cathy and all th e AZ pledges, thanks for
· the great shade raid . Next time more
doughnuts . Lambda Associates
Lyn -I love you what more can I say? Shall I
bake you a blueberry pie or give you a
hicky to show my love for you7 What are
you doing??? Love ya! MARK
Jerry -Thanks for the experience of a
lifetime on Saturday. Muffy .

Suddup Bitz, 007, "The int erm ediary",
Slip in / Slip out Man) : Always remember
Cutly and Rocky kidnappings, Talking
Heads(Swamp), Crazy Mary, " These f -ing
Americans " , Parties in 202 , weedends at
9 a.m .: " Bang, bang , turn that music
downl! ", visits from the drooling pig ,
"Bond, James Bond ... " We wish you a
happy birthday-Bunny, Bucket, Lips Bara
and Druggie

DOC, or should I say SPIKES? -- Punking
with you is definitely an experien ce worth
repeating! --A Punk Mutation

Sue and Pam, Thanks for the use- of your
room on Saturday night. Sorry about the
mess and the pumpkin casualty .

To the wildmen of Randall 124- -We want
to party again with you dudes! P S We
thought we were the only skimes!

Arnie, Just wanted to let you know you're
a wicked excellent kid and you 're #1 on
the date list.

DONNA - I HOPE YOUR BIRTH.DAY IS AS
WONDERFUL AS YOU ARE!! HAPPY
19th. FROM YOUR BEST BUDDY. LOVE
D2 .

George -- Thanks for a great Saturday
night. Hope you had as much fun as I did .
You 're right , Phi Mu will never forget you
Jenny P.S. Fred can I have my n1ghty back .
Do you have work study? Do you not have
w ork study? Do you need a chang e in
jobs? File an applic ation for MUB
employment with the Stud ent Job Board
in room 322 (the Stud ent Activities Office)
of the MUB . Get your foot in the door
now- we'll refer you to futur e openings
in the MUB as soon as w e 're notified of
th em .

Lisa S. I'm sure that you won 't be lonely
this weekend . Kathy .
Shoalers -- ls anyone planning on going to
Cornell on Nov. 10 & 11? I want to go!
LET'S MAKE SOME PLANS!--Susan 862 3346 (FMS I 84)

Oh, man ..
ELISA - HAPPY BIRTHDAY. YOU HELP
MAKE 417L THE PLACE TO BE .
MAJORITY RULES IN THIS HOUSEHOLD,
AND TWO OUT OF THREE THINK THAT
YOU'RE A GREAT ROOMMATE . WANT
TO GO TO PISTACHIO'S? LOVE, LAURI
AND DEE DEE.

for the rose, it's beautiful. You sure know
how to confuse a girl.Dorin
Ruth and Woody : Congratulations Ruth
and Woody the future Hunter parents . We
think the idea is key The Hunter kids .

Trial and error is the only way to go!

Honda ST -90 Motorcycle . Street legal.
Great condition and runs great. 1974 with
· only 300 miles. Has benn stored in a
garage. If interested call 862-2401 or
868-9884. Ask for Dari . $300 or B.O.
STUDENT NURSES, come to the general
STUDENT NURSE ORGANIZATION
MEETING on Thursday, Nov. 1 from 1-2
p.m ., MUB . Get involved and voice your
thoughts, you're all part of it!
Celina, Why don't you invite me over for
DINNER sometime for some kinky
activites: Mr . Bubble , a nice walk and then
a RAMMING SESSION! Hey, it'll be
something to remember our Senior year!
Hey Eric - What are you doing up on the
roof? "Oh ... nothirig ." Hey Eric - How are
you going Lo get down from ther e? " Oh ... l
don 't know "
PERSPECTIVES-The 3rd show Nov . 8th
in the MUB television lounge at 12 30.
Shown again on the following Monday
Nov. 12 at 4 00. Look for it!I
Do you have work study? Do you not have
work study7 Do you need a change in
jobs7 File an application for MUB
employment with the Student Job Board
in room 322 (the Student Activities Office)
of the MUB . Get your foot in the door
now-we'll refer you to future openings
in the MUB as soon as we're notified of
them .
Dear Mutty-Thanks alot for Saturday
night. I hope you enjoyed yourself as
much as I did. I told you it would be great I
hope that this becomes a habit between
us. (This isn't too obvious Is it?) Love Jerry

ALEXANDER, SECRET SPOOKS WERE
FUN AND SO WAS SATURDAY NIGHT?
WE ' LL HAVE TO DO IT AGAIN
SOMETIME SOON . LOVE THE STANTON
HOUSE LADIES.
Kevin (FIN!) - Next time you come to a
costume party please dress up!
STEVE, Gl=RRY, MIKE - Sorry I forgot to
tell you it wasn't a costume party - but
what a great entrance huh!
Paula K. -When are you going to come in
and submit another personal? Sorry I
missed the Greek picnic - I heard you
were asking about me .
The the Beaver, and Ken , Congrats on
having the softess pledge class . Who else
would set up a wait-on and then make the
sorority wait on and on and on .... That's
UuatIty
Dear Nina, Mon ica , Kathy, and Jenn of
Stoke 2nd - We would love to get one
thing perfectly straight between you and
us ... we would love to love you!!
XXXXXOOOOO ?admirers?
Girls of Stoke Second - It's not that we
don't love you enough , it just seems that
way . There is just so much of you to love
and so few of us who are willing to
dedicate our lives to you! Love - Doug and
Mark
Dear Jenn, Kathy, Monica and Nina Stoke 2nd - Let us love you and you wi II be
loved ENOUGH . You girls are great fun
and we do love you! --Love , Doug and
Mark
Wanted: Ride to Nashua, leaving after
12:00 noon Fridays. Will pay expenses.
Call Ron at 868-1999
A s int erim Lord of UNH I have dec ided that
It w ould be appropri ate to pass on lordy
w o rd s of wisdom approx imately each
w eek My second dec ision as Interim Lord
Is tl lil t the personal s are th e ideal form for
conveying thi s inform ati on because it
, only co sts $1 each tim e I enlighten you
This week s w .o .w . (words of wisdom)
What all religions aI111 for is concern and
fr1 endli ess for oth ers . This is very poorly
d emon strat ed when head bask etball
coac hes say " I did haim a favor iust in
sn yIng hello to him ." (see pg . 6 of th e Oct .
26th issue ) Have a good w eek. Lord1shly,
MP Epstein , Interim Lord .
·
Neede Student lnvolve111 e nt Join
students from Harvard , Stanford and 100
0th.er colleges ; universities by starting a
chapter of the Overseas Developm ent
Network. Become directly involved int he
gras roots efforts of " Third World "
countries through educational programs
and 1nt ernsh1ps 11_
1 these countries . You
have so much to offer! Organizational
meeting NOB . 5 - 12 NOON Grafton Room,
MUB or conta ct Dan Garvey, Dean of
Students Office 862 -2050

Don't forget the blanket next time ..
AMY - I KNOW THIS IS TWO DAYS
EARLY, BUT I JUST WANT TO MAKE
SURE YOU'RE AWAKE AND REALIZE
THAT THE "BIG HOLIDAY" IS ALMOST
HERE. HAPPY BIRTHDAY TWO DAYS
EARLY! LAURI

To Chris C. from Phi Kappa Alpha --Thanks

Clifford - Thanx for hosting the predinner festivities for all the Beautiful,
Famous, and Polished people. Great taco
dip, huh? Too bad the h'ors d'oeuvres ran
out on us-- -well, now we know what
happens to those wild people who hide
under table cloths and behave like "chatty .
Kathy"!! Perhaps we'll do it again
sometime??!! No better time than the
present! Thanx again for a super time.
Tee.

DONNA - HAPPY 19th! LAURI
Once again happiness will hopefully
reside in the home of four wild and
swinging SPCs. Onward from here we go!
Happy Birthday Allan!!! XOX Sandy
Liz - Thanks for always being there. We
forgot to go swinging Sat. nite but I had
you laughing anyway. - Your yoga friend
THANKS TO ALL THE BROTHERS OF SAE
WHO DANCED THE NIGHT AWAY WITH
US LAST THURSDAY. WE HAD A GREAT
TIME . LOVE STANTON HOUSE.
Pete - Thanx for a great evening of
wining and dining. Perhaps a bit too much
wining but...these things happen! P.S .
Where'd all those roses come from? And
where did my dinner go to? See ya! TJC
Betsy-Haven't seen you for a while-would
be nice of you to show some sort of effort
but I guess because you are presently
engaged that you can't-nonsense.
Michelle-God the guys are all asking me
about you -What is your secret?
Chris-Hell of a kid Looking forward to our
road trip to Virginia. Who are you taking to
your pledge dance?????
L1vP on MAIN STREET, DURHAM , next
st:niestt?r I ,wed to sublet my apartment
111 Nick ' s townhouses (behind
Cu111lwrlancl Fnrms) Call M1clwlle at 868 2305 , or 862 -1490 (New Hampshire
oll1c~i)
Donna - Aren't pledges suppos~ to wear
pledge pins? DZ pledge trainers take
notice.

1 Days Work

$40 CASH!
If you can work at a
day's notice for about 5
hours and $40, then
contact Jim for more
information!

50 PEOPLE
NEEDED
Call collect
1-964-6140

CALL NOW!
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~------------REYNOLDS-------------~
(continued from page 25)

Bow, N.H., is indeed a hard
worker and. it is this dedication
to her sport which has made her
•small number' stand out in the
UNH backfield.
As a four-year starter,
Reynolds has contributed
strength, speed and dedication
to the UNH team and has been
a major factor in the success of
the Wildcat squad. Last season,
Reynolds helped lead the
defensive unit which allowed
only 11 goals in 20 games and,
in 17 games this season, the
UNH defense had tallied nine
shutouts .in posting a 14-2-1
record.
.. Heather loves conditioning

and training and working hard.
That's where she has an ·
advantage," says head coach
Marisa Didio. ..She has the
work ethic. Heather wants to
be the best she can be."
.. If I don't train, I feel
mentally down," says
Reynolds. "'I have to do
something and I have to do it
hard. I'm very competitive. The
athletes are getting better, so I
have to work even harder."
Reynolds' ability to stay
ahead of competitors has been
a major factor in her athletic
success. At Concord High
School, Reynolds excelled in
field hockey, basketball,

A Dover tradition of
fine dining

.. The success of the team is
softball and track. During her
senior year, she was chosen dependent on the upperclass.. Prep AII-Arrierica," a men and the captains, so
distinction given only to 100 Heather has a two-fold role,"
athletes nationwide, and it is an says Didio. "'For Heather,
honor that Reynolds claims as leadership is important. She's
her proudest athletic very verbal and very
emotional."
accomplishment.
.. As a co-captain, I have to be
Reynolds turned down a
basketball scholarship at the the type of person that
University of Maine in Orono everyone can talk to. The team
in order to play field hockey at can talk to me and I can relay it
UN H and be close to her to Marisa and it helps team
family. Reynolds later joined harmony," says Reynolds. "My
the lacrosse team, playing the role is also to get the team
sport for the first time in her psyched up before every game.
life, and became a three-year You have to be your own best
fan."
starter.
Didio points out that
During her field hockey
career, Reynolds has made Reynolds also has an
some adjustments. '"I moved important role on defensive
from center forward in high penalty corners ... She's a post
school to left back at UNH. · player and that's extremely
Then I moved to midfield for crucial. If the ball gets behind
my second and third years and the goalie, she has to keep the
now I ·m at back again. I like ball OUl of lhe net in auy way
defense better because you physically possible and she
have to work harder." confirms does that. Heather has a good
stick on reaction. That's why
Reynolds.
. As co-captain, Reynolds' she's there."
When asked who has helped
role -on the team is an
her most in be~oming a better
important one.

"Want to impress your date?
Take her to Hannon s
Hannon 's for a great time at a
reasonable price."

field hockey player, Reynolds
doesn't hesitate. "Marisa
Didio. She gets everything out
of you as a player. She's both a
coach and a friend. If you have
any problems you can talk to
her. She's a real caring person my role model, "says Reynolds.
"I've been fortunate to coach
Heather in both field hockey
and lacrosse," says Didio. "She
has developed physical skills,
conditioning and judgement.
Our priorities as a team are her
priorities. I know how much
Heather appreciates me as a
coach, but 1- don't think
Heather knows how much I
appreciate her as a player."
Reflecting on her playing
days, Reynolds says, "I can't
imagine college without field
hockey. I look forward to
practice every day and being
with a group of friends. It's a
great feeling. I've gained so
much."
"Through sports, you learn
discipline and how to set goals
and budget your time. You
learn values that you'll use your
·
whole life."
Lisa Markley is a junior
sports communications major
from Louden, N.H., who is .
currently working as a student
intern in the UN H Sports
Information Office.
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Dinner Daily ...
THE VERY BEST
PRIME RIB EVER
Lounge Open Until Legal Closing
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----------CHALLENGING------~--~
- - - - - - - - ENGINEERING POSITIONS-----,-----WITH PROFESSIONAL GROWTH - - - - - - Portsmouth_Naval Shipyard. Portsmouth. New Hampshire. has openings for:

Electrical Engineers
Mechanical Engineers·
The Shipyard's assigned m1ss10n is to modernize. refuel, convert, and repair Nuclear Submarines. Work in volves design,
development, and testing of submarine systems and equipment.
Career advancement to journeyman level paying over $28,000 within 2 and a half years if hired at GS-5 and I and a half years if
hired at GS-7 level.
BS Engineering degree and U.S. Citizenship required.
Benefits include 13-26 working days paid vacation - 9 paid holidays - 13 working days paid sick leave - outstanding retirement
program - choice of health & life insurance programs.
Portsmouth Naval Shipyard was established in 1800 and employs over 9,000 employees. The Shipyard is a leader in the lifecycle maintenance and modernization of nuclear submarines and offers unparalleled challenge and opportunity. Portsmouth
Naval Shipyard is located in the heart of vacationland. All season sports and other activities arc available within minutes.
The Shipyard Recruiter will be on campus on No vember 9. 1984.
If you cannot make this interview and arc interested in employment. submit your resume to: Industrial Relations Office. Code
170.5, Portsmouth Naval Shipyard. Portsmouth, NH 0380 I.
Portsmouth Naval Shipyard is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

( continued from page 25)

England's now because we're
grouping really well. We don't
have the fastest guys, but we've
been running well together and
everyone is stronger than we
were at the start of the year,"
said Neff.
MIT grad Bob Collins was
Coastal Track's third man over
the line in fourth place with a
time of 1_5:47. Three UNH
runners followed him over the
line, making the final score of
the meet a very close 27-30, in
favor of Coastal Track.
Jeremy King, Eric Demarco
and Peter Hammer were those
three runners. Hammer, a
freshman, ran an impressive
race last week in the sub-varsity
division at the Easterns and
scored as the fourth UN H
runner over the line on
Saturday.
Sophomore Jim MacKenzie
was the last UN H scorer with a
time of 16: 18, a full minute off
his last 5000m race.
Other notable performances
were turned in by freshman
Dan Bustard and Vince
Connelly, who improved their
best times by eight and fifteen
seconds respectively to 16: 19
and 16:27.

-W.SOCCER~
(1:ontinued from ·page 25)

:rn~kading 2-11 mark. whik
Bowdoin now stands at 9-3 .
I .ast week the Wildcah lost to
0llL' ol the top tWL' nty team~ in
Di, ison I. Vermont. 2-1 in
()\ertime . They ha\L' also
played some or"the other top
teams in the countn too. hut
ju~t ha,en't hecn ahie to come
out on top .
The Wildcats close out their
SL'ason WL·dne~da, \\hL'll the,
host Hol~ Crms i"n a 2:30 p111
game at Death Valky Field .
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Brandell leads x-country women to fourth place
By Bob Arsenault
Saturday was definitely not
the best of days weatherwise,
but the UNH women's crosscountry team turned in a fine
performance anyway at the
New Englands, held in
Franklin Park in Dorchester,
Mass. Their fourth place finish,
as a team, behind B.C., Holy
Cross and B.U., continues a
string of seven consecutive
years in which they have placed
at least fourth, including two
years, '81 and '82, when they
were the New England champs.
The best individual
performance at the meet came
from senior Kathy Brandel!.
Brandell, the second New
England champ in UNH
history, after Nancy Scardina
performed the feat in 1982, won
the 3.2 mile race by 15 seconds
in a course record time of 17:38.
It has been a long wait for
this victory for Brandel!. In '81
and '82, she was third at the
New Englands and then was
injured for the whole of last
year. Her stress fracture was so
bad, in fact, that she was
advised by doctors not to run
cross-country anymore. From
the way she ran away from the

field at the 2.7 mile mark, on
Saturday it is tough to believe
that one year ago Brandell was
unable to compete.
Sophomore Patti Martin
rebounded from two tough
races earlier this month to
finish second for the team and
nineteenth overall out of 227
runners, representing 37 teams.
"I felt really good on
Saturday," said Martin. ''I was
in a little slump at Rutgers and
URI but I'm out of it now.
We're all looking forward to
the NCAA qualifier in two
weeks. T-ci Wilson, (injured at
U Mass last week) will probably
be back by then and we should
do pretty well," she added.
. Liese Schaff and Sally
Perkins took 31st and 42nd
place with times of 19:03 and
19: 14 to score third and fourth
for UNH. Against Iloly Cross
in the first meet of the year,
Perkins was eighth for the
team. Since that time, she has
moved up into the top fiye with
a win and two fourth place
finishes for the team.
Freshman Dom St. Pierre
ran yet another strong race,
finishing 57th in 19:32. St.
Pierre was UN H's fifth runner

despite a stress fracture which
is still being treated.
"I may have been slowed a
little bit by the start because it
was all uphill," St. Pierre said,
"but we're all pretty happy with
the team's performance. We
didn't expect Holy Cross, the
second place team, to be there
because they are a divison two
team."
In the sub-varsity race,
freshman Steph Edelman
placed third out of 85 runners
with a time of 20:00. Her kick at
the end of the race past a B.C.
runner secured her position.
Sophomore Lisa Klein also ran
a strong race with a sixth pface
finish in 20: 15.
·
"The team ran well on
Saturday," said Coach
Krueger. "We have the best
overall record in this meet since
1977. Right now, however, we
have to use the next two weeks
to prepare for the NCAA
regional qualifier at Penn St.
on Nov. I0. The first few days
of this week will be recovery
runs and then we 'II go to the
Exeter country club to train
because Penn State's course is
also on a golf course.

Coastal defeats x-country men
The UNH women's cross-country team placed fourth at the
New En glands.( Bob Ars~nault photo)

By Bob Arsenault
)"he men's cross-country
team, in preparation for the
New England's this Saturday at
Franklin Park in Dorchester,

Reynolds always hard worker
By Lisa Markley
"What have I given to field
hockey? That's a tough
question," says Heather
Reynolds, a standout defensive

player for the University of
New Hampshire. "I feel like
just a small number out of a
thousand people. I've played
here for four years, given it my

best shot and worked as hard as
I could."
Reynolds, a senior from

ran a 5000m tune-up race
against the powerful Coastal
Track club in the College
Woods on Saturday.
"The meet was a success
because everyone ran a tough
race without getting tired.
There was no pr_essure on
anyone because this wasn't an
inter-collegiate meet," said
Coach Jim Boulanger.
Dave Lavalle, a top road
·racer from the North Shore of
Massachusetts, won the race
with a time of 15:33, ten

seconds off the course record of
15:23 set by Guy Stearns and
Dean Kimball.
Cal-tech graduate Bob
Bourret followed right behind
Lavalle with an impressive time
of 15:34.
UNH senior captain John
Neff ran a strong race en route
to a third place finish in 15:44.
"The course was really
treacherous out there but I ran
a mentally tough race. I'm
optimistic for the New
MEN'S X-C, page 24

-----TENNIS----<continued from page 26)

lost to URI 's Lynn Sampson 61, 7-8(8-6) and the third seed,
Stephanie Fusco. Third singles
player Wendy Crowe lost her
first match in straight sets,
before losing to Brown's Sue
Emmer 6-2,0-6,6-4, while
UN H's other singles participant, Judi Mijal, lost to
second-seeded Julie Walsh and
BU's Jennifer Neceforo 6-1,6-1.
"Judi's second match was
much closer than the score
indicated. All of the games
were close," commented
McCurdy. "It was the hardest
hitting I have ever seen in a
women's match."
Both of UNH's doubles
tadems received third seedings.
At the ·top position, Chris
Stanton and Dianna Fischer
roared past their first
opponents from URI 6-0,6-1.
Their next match pitted them
against the Holy Cross team of
Beth Shea and Ann Kuesel
which had beaten them earlier
in the season. The UNH pair

they were such a good doubles
team," said Mccurdy.
The Wildcats' second
doubles team of Lise! Banker
and Jennifer Radden lo-st its
opening match, which started
11 hours later than originally
scheduled, before bouncing
back to defeat Laura Grimm
and Mary Ellen Curren of Holy
Cross 6-4,6-2. They were finally
eliminated by a powerful
tandem from Dartmouth 6-1,62 in the quarterfinals.
"Lise! and Jennifer played·
well against Holy Cros~,' said
McCurdy. "It took them three
sets to beat them during the
seaso:1."
With this season over
McCurdy is already looking ·
ahead to next season.
"We have a young team, that
has a lot of players who are
close to being very good," he
said. "If we can get some of
those people over the edge and
also get a strong freshman ·
cla~s. we'll have a pretty good
team next year."
However according to .
McCurdy, saying he's going to
get a strong freshmen class and

got

getting one is quite different.

tired," he added.
The other three singles
players lost both their matches.
At the top spot Sharon Gibson

their

revenge with a

"We don't have the facilities or
beautifully played match,
the scholarships that a lot of the
winning 6-3,6-1. They finally
lost in the quarterfinals to a BC · other colleges have, so a lot of
the good players are drawn
combo.
"They finally started playing toward the other schools."
the way they did last year when

Senior captain Sharon Gibson(above) played her final matches for UNH Friday and Saturday at
the New Englands. The other senior is Linda Quain.(Frank Consentino file photo)
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Wild cat wome n's volle yball squad defea ts Lowe ll
By Steve Langevin
Facing much the same
situation as the UN H football
team, the UNH women's
volleyball squad must now deal ·
with the loss of its star player,
sophomore Thalia Chaltas,
who now appears to be out for
the season with a knee injury
she suffered against U Conn last
week. The injury hadn't
appeared serious at first but the
condition of her knee hasn't
improved as· expected.
Many teams would be
decimated, losing a player of
Chaltas' caliber, however this
team still has plenty of talented
players who should be able to
pick up the slack and continue
the success the Wildcats have
enjoyed up to this point.
The Wildcats came out on
top in their first match without ·
Chaltas Saturday night against
Lowell, winning 15-2, 13-15,
15-9, 15-7. The teams came into

the match owning identical 187 records, but only identical in
numbers, not in quality of
opponents. UNH had played
nearly all Division I teams,
while Lowell had played only
one.
The fact that UNH was the
better team was evident early
when the Wildcats soared past
Lowell in the first game.
Standing out in the first game
were Christine Schwartz and
Chaltas' replacement, Fran
Day, who each had three kills,
arid Beth DeSwarte who served
extremely well.
However, in the second game
Lowell rebounded for a 15-13
win, as the Wildcats seemed to
let down after the ease of their
first game victory.
"We were a little out .of sync
without having Thalia
(Cl1ctllct~) i11 thc1c," ;,aid UNII

experience, but that's not her

head coach Carol Ford.
Although still not playing up

fault," said Ford. "She will be
starting against Springfield and
MIT Wednesday."
Coach Ford knows that her
team will have to play much
better to defeat MIT, which has ·
one All-American , and
Springfield. "We have to be
better prepared mentally and :
play much more smoothly as a
team," she said. '"The girls
weren't up for the Lowell
match."

N.E.' s exper ience
for wome n's tenni s
By Steve Langevin
The UNH women's tennis
team concluded a roller coaster
season with a respectable
showing at the New Englands
last Friday and Saturday.
The season, which included a
losing streak of four and a
winning streak of four, was
indicative of the youth of this
team.
Most of the matches had to
be moved into the University of
Vermont indoor facility
because of the inclement
weather. This caused an
enormous slowdown of the
entire tourney, with players
waiting for as long as 11 hours
to play.
.
"It's hard to have to sit

to its capabilities, UNH rallied
for a third game win. This time
it was Melanie Warren's turn to
shine as she scored with three
spikes.
Yet another player took
control for the Wildcats in the
fourth and final game, as
Colleen Cody played very well
at the net.
"I've never seen that big a
crowd for a home match. I wish
they had seen us at our best
instead instead of seeing one of
our poorer performances," said
Coach Ford. "I think both
teams left the court knowing
they could have played an
awful lot better," she added.
It looks like Fran Day is the
player that Coach Ford has
turned to to take Chaltas' spot.
"Fran has the skills, but she
needs more game time and

around from 7:45 am to 7:00
pm and then have to play,"
commented UNH head coach
Russ McCurdy.
Anne G. Sherer had the most
success of any of UN H's singles
players. After losing to
Harvard's Patty Diker in an
8:00 am match, she won a pair
of matches in the consolation
round before bowing out to
BU's Adriana Copete 6-3,6-1 in
the qu~rterfinals.
· "She (Sherer) played very
well in the two middle
matches," commented
McCurdy, t1>ut the first match
it was too early for her and by
the last match she was really

TENNIS, p~ge 25

The UNH women's volleyball team won its eighth straight
Saturday against Lowell.(Debby Yale photo)

Wom en's socce r edged out 3-2
By Steve Langevin
Another top-ranked team.
another strong UNH performance. and unfortunately
another tough loss for the
UN H women\ soccer tea·m.
Their latest opponent was
Bowdoin, who is ranked third
in New England in Division 11
and 11 L and tenth in the Open
Division in _New England.

UNH's Margie Arnold
notched the opening goal of the
game at .30:.38 of the first half to
put the Wildcats on top.
The teams battled for the re'.-.t
or the ha IL but neither was able
to score, so the Wildcats took
their uncomfortable 1-0 lead
into the second half.
The second half featured
more continuous action. but
both goalies. lJ NH\ .I ulie
Trask and Bowdoin\ Julie
Avridson. seemed more than
equal to the task.
However. after Trask
stopped several scoring bids .
the Bowdoin Polar Bears
linall 1 broke through at .35:07
when they \\ere awarded a
penalty kick. Maretta Holden
wasn't going to let that
opportunity slip through her
fingers and blasted a shot past a
helpless Trask.
That goal seemed to pick up
the Bowdoin team. as they

continued to control the ball in
the Wildcat end of the field.
Thai pressure resulted in their
second goal in seven minutes:
scoring this time was Andrea
Demar'.-..
Things were looking bleak
for the Wildcah. but then
Arnold tallied her second goal
or the game at 43:20. to hreathe
new lik into the 'Cats. Thal
goal tied the score at 2-all and
sent the game into o\ertime.
The two teams went '.-.Corelc'.-.'.-.
in the first O\L'rtime. but 9: 11
into the second O\ertime
Bowdoin got the game-winner.
Linda Dahlgren kd a pass to
Holden. who thrn put the ball
hehind Trask to end the hardfought e\·en battle.
Trask finished the game with
21 sa\es. while Anidson
turned away 16 UNH '.-.coring
bid'.-..
The loss drop'.-. UN H to a
W .SOCCER, page 24

----- HOC KEY ---<continued from page 27) ·

UNH's Margie Arnold(l9) marking an opponent. Arnold scored two goals Saturday but it wasn't
enough as UNH lost 3-2 in double overtime to Bowdoin.(Broo k Tart photo)

third period, even on the
powerplay, until Huskie Stew
Emerson took a tripping
penalty with under two minutes
left in the period. With Gillies
pulled, Dan Muse converted a
Dwayne Robinson rebound
with 15 seconds left, to pull
within one.
Muse had a chance to tie the
game with three seeonds left in
the game, but his low drive was
gloved by Racine to preserve
the victory.
Even though UNH dropped
to 1-3 in Hockey East, · the
players felt that this is just an .
early season slump. "We're
usually slow starters," senior
Dan Muse said. "It's still a
young season, we just need
more practice on certain
things."
"We have a lot of very good
players. We've just run into

some mental lapses that we've
got to avoid. Everyone is giving
100 percent," Muse said.
"There's no reason to be
down in the dumps," senior
Brian Byrnes said. "Once we
get the system down we'll be
fine. We have to get used to
playing with guys, and working
out the forechecking and the
center zone. The talent is
definitely here, though. It's just
that we're playing too
tentatively," Byrnes added.
UNH plays against Boston
College tonight, at 7:30.
Freshman Tim Hanley
collected two assists, and now
leads the team with six goals
and two assists. Lambert's goal
was his first ever, and he
became the third rookie to
score. Another freshman, Steve
Leach, is second in scoring with
five assists.
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Northeastern holds off UNH men's hockey team 4-3

All eyes are focused on the puck and the Northeastern net. Northeastern defeated the Wildcats 4-3 at Matthews Arena Saturday
ni~ht.(Frank Consentino photo)
·

Field hockey edged by Old Dominion
By Jennifer Briggs
the shot and let it hit her leg.
Although UNH fell short to Because of the infraction, Old
Old Dominion on Sunday Dominion's Willemein
afternoon, the 'Cats put out Aardenburg was awarded a
their best effort and made the penalty stroke which she lifted
top-ranked club fight hard for into the left side of the cage for
their 1-0 win. Not only is Old a 1-0 lead.
Dominion ranked number one
UNH never gave up in the
in the country, but they are also second half _but kept plugging
the two-time de(ending away to get back that goal. The
champions.
'Cats defense, led by Sandy
Currently Old Dominion has Vander-Heyden and Marois,
a spotless 17-0 record and since consistently played excellently.
last season, they have won 27 Vander-Heyden was key in
games straight. Even more stopping Old Dominion on
important is the fact that their their 13 · corner attempts.
1-0 win over UNH was their UN H's co-captain Marois had
lowest scoring game all season. excellent control both
Both clubs appeared evenly offensively and defensively.
matched early in the game with But the defensive player who
UN H taking a slight edge in was most poised in · the second
control late in the first half. The half was netminder Michelle
game was fast, but UN fl never Flannel!. Seemingly without
lost their control and effort, Flannel! stopped eight
composure.
crucial second half shots for a
Although it,. seemed like a total of 12 saves in the game.
flawless game for UNH, the
The game against Old
crucial mishap came at 17.35 Dominion ended a three game
into the first half. UN H's streak against top ten teams in
defense was holding tight in the the country. Although the 'Cats
circle and Old Dominion fired are currently ranked 7th, their
a shot that looked like a sure position should improve as a
goal. But to prevent the goal, · result of their 4-3 win over
Barb Marois jumped in front of UCONN.

Today the 'Cats will host
Holy Cross at 2:00 p.m. in their
final home contest of the
season before the NCAA

to\li-nament. Thursday they
close out their regular season at
Springfield, who was ranked
17th in the lat'!st poll.

By Chris Heisenberg
UNH ran into one of the
hottest guns in the East,
Saturday nigh.t, and came out
on the short end of a 4-3
Northeastern Huskie victory.
Rod Isbister, just coming off
a performance which earned
him Hockey East's Player of
the Week, continued where he
left off, contributing to all four
Northeastern goals. The junior
center finished with two goals
and two assits.
His first point of the evening
came on a powerplay when he
skimmed a cross-ice pass to
Kevin Heffernan, who put NU
up 1-0.
The Wildcats evened the
score later in the first period
after some good corner work
by Tim Hanley. After holding
off two men behind the net,
Hanley fed Rick Lambert at the
side of the net. Lambert's quick
shot just caught the inside of
the post.
UNH went on top 2-1 in the
second when David Lee blasted
a shot past NU rookie Bruc_e
Racine. However, Isbister
chopped a centering pass past
Bruce Gillies to even the score,
and then converted a
Heffernan pass for his second
goal and a 3-2 NU lead. ·
Isbister then continued his
super play four minutes later
when he stickhandled into the
UNH zone, and then fed Mark
Lori with a goalmouth pass
which Lori backhanded behind
Gillies.
UNH couldn't muster any
good scoring chances in the
HOCKEY, page 26

Karen Geromini(right) battles for the loose ball. The Wildcats gave top-ranked Old Dominion a
scare before losing 1-0 Sunday afternoon.(Frank Consentino file photo)
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the keeper who was moving the
other way.
Cloutier had a strong game
at midfield, working the ball
through with equal success on
both wii::igs to create chances all
afternoon.
The Wildcats have certainly
halted a streak of misfortune,
and did so decisively. Now at 46-1, and with two games
remaining, a .500 season is a
possibility, and would be an
achievement, all things
considered.

However the two remaining
games are against · a pair of
teams that may both be
involved in the post-season
Division I playoffs.
Today the Wildcats are in
Providence for the second time
in five days, this time at
Providence College to face the
highly ranked Friars.
The 1984 season ends on
Friday afternoon when UNH
hosts Rhode Island. Kick-off is
at 3:00 p.m. behind the Field
House.

( continued from page 28)
great deal of emotion," said
UNH coach Bill Bowes. ""It was
a little too physical, and we got
caught up in that."
UN H's running game didn't
control the flow of the game as
it usually does, although both
backs had good days. Orr had
95 yards on 23 carries, while
fullback Mike Shriner had his
best day this season, with 75
yards on 15 carries. This was
the first time that Shriner was
given more than a few carries,
and he showed that he can use
his strength and speed to run
and not just block.

Scott Perry has been used
sparingly in the last two ball
games, and Orr has replaced
him. Orr has 180 yards in two
games at tailback while Perry
had 534 yards in his three starts
after Andre Garron 's injury.
Perry was bothered by severely
bruised ribs during the
Bucknell game, and Coach
Bowes was very unhappy with
his performance against the
Bison. Perry has not played
much since.
The Wildcats face the red hot
Rhode Island Rams next week
in a showdown for a piece of

the Yankee Conference Crown.
URI is 3-0 in the conference,
while UNH and BU are both 21. If the Wildcats beat the
Rams, and win their last
conference game against
U Mass, there could be a threeway tie for the title.
URI quarterback Tom
Ehrhardt is one of the best and
has been throwing for about
300 yards a game. The UNH
defensive backfield will have to
have one of its best games to
stop him.
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Sports
UN H foot hal l tea m mu ffle s Hu ski es 13- 2

,By Ray Routhier
The best defense 1s a good
offense defense.
The UNH football team has
been relying on their fine
offensive unit to win games for
:them all season. The defense
proved itself equal to the
offense in UN H's 13-2 victory
over Northeaste rn Saturday.
NU's only points came on a
safety in the first quarter when
the snap from center went over
punter Glenn Fogg's head,
forcing him to fall on the ball in
the endzone.
The Wildcats virtually shut
down the Huskies' game plan,
allowing only 154 yards
rushing and a mere 44 passing.
Coming into the game, NU had
three backs over the 250-yard
mark. The only real offensive
threat generated by the Huskies
was quarterb ack Mike
Sweeney's scramblin g on
broken plays.
UN H started very strong on
offense. Their first series was
good blend of short passes and
well executed running plays.
The drive was capped by David
Orr's brilliant 16-vard cut-back
run for the tou~hdown . The
drive covered 82 yards on I 0
plays, and the Huskies' defense
seemed to be no match for the
Blue machine. Eric Facey's
conversion hit the left upright,
and UN H led 6-0 with only four
minutes gone in the first
quarter.
The W-ildcat offense
sputtered the rest of the half.
The only other points would
come on a · seven yard
touchdown pass from Rick
LeClerc to tight end Tom

UNH's David Orr(29) sweeps around the right end. The Wildcats defeated Northeastern 13-2 Saturday.
That win should move
UNH_into the top ten in the country.(Frank Consentin o photo)
·
Flanagan, early in the third
quarter.
_
The game was marred by
pena1ties and cheapsho ts.
Northeaste rn was penalized 13
times for 120 yards whi!e UN H By J. Barry Mothes
Wildcats as they picked up on Sunday.
had 8 penalties for 74 yards.
It took a month, but on their fourth win of the season
"I was pretty angry about the
.. The game was played with a Sunday afternoo n the with an easy, but well-played 6- red card at B.U.,and I wasn't
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frustration ended for the 1 victory over Northeaste rn.
able to play against Brown so I
Sunday's success was, for was ready," said Worcester.
anyone who has followed this "The incident at BU was selfish
even semi-clo sely, the on my part. I let the whole team
inevitable result of this young down, leaving them to play
team's gradual improveme nt. with ten men. I decided to take
An improveme nt that was it a little easier today and score
often overlooked during the some goals."
recent six-game losing streak,
Worcester completed the hat
an offensive drought, and a trick with a hard volley from 20
crippling string of injuries that yards out on the right wing. A
has sidelined three of the team's beautiful shot made possible by
outstandin g players.
fullback Slater Crosby who
· .. We've really been playing beat a Northeaste rn midfielder
well lately," said goalkeeper in the air and sent the ball
Bubba Barlow. "Even on through to WDrcester.
Friday night, (where the
The comfort of a lead
Wildcats lost 5-2 at Brown) we allowed Coach Ted Garber to
, had a chance. It was 3-2 for a substitute freely and this
long time and we came so close produced a pair of first-time
to tying it up." ·
scorers as Wildcats.
Barlow had an easy
Phil Cote and Pat Muse both
afternoon in Sunday's 6-1 win. scored their first career goals,
"I really didn't do anything each finishing off well placed
1:oday," he said. He was pulled balls from left side.
midway through the second
Muse got through the
half with UNH leading 5-0. Northeaste rn defense, on an
Barlow's replacemen t, Chris indirect kick from Adrian
Jay, was beaten literally Pfisterer, to direct the ball past
seconds after entering the game a frozen Huskie keeper.
by a perfectly placed shot to the
Cote's goal was the end result
upper righthand corner from of some great ball control by
35 yards.
winger Jeff Bergholt z .
With two goals on Friday Bergholtz ran down a long ball
night in Providenc e, (by deep on the left wing, flicked it
Darren Corini and John by the Northeaste rn defender,
Davies both freshmen) and the and crossed it to the open Cote
six on Sunday afternoon, the who slammed it home from the
Wildcats offense seems to have top of the area.
found the touch again, after
Pfisterer scored the other
scoring only twice in a five- Wildcat goal, running through
game stretch prior to the a great ball from Tom Cloutier,
Brown game.
which was mishandled by a
Winger Seth Worceste r H uskie back, and sending it
rebounded from his costly back across the goalmouth past
The UNH men's soccer team exploded out of its scoring slump with a six goal outburst against
ejection in last Tuesday's 2-0
North~astem Sunday, resulting in a 6-1 Wildcat win.(Babette LaMarre photo) .
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loss at B. U. to get the hat trick
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